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Board of Trustees Fire
Two Amid Protest

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Marco Antonio Lacatena called the problem at Monday's meeting, a
bit of panamonia.
.

by Robert Kern
In spite of the threat of
protests, the Board of Trustees
passed their recommendations
for reappointment at their meeting last Monday, December 6.
Earlier on Monday leaflets
were , distributed around the
campus asking members of the
college community to attend the
meeting to protest the firings of
two faculty members; Sunday
Ajose and Kathryn Beam both of
the Educational Arts and Systems
Department.
The circulars, printed by the
Committee against Racism
(C.A.R.) charged the Trustees
with " no commitment to aff·IrmatIve
·
· " It state d t hat
actI6n.

with Dr. Ajose gone, there would
be no m inority teachers in the
elementary and secondary
education programs. The leaflets
categorized the firing of Dr.
Beam as " further evidence of the
administration's lack of concern
about the declining status of
women on campus.''.
No one from C.A.R. spoke at
the meeting Monday, but many
faculty members spoke of the
two doctors in complimentary
tones .
Talk from the public soon
turned from the two faculty
members to the method of the
Board of Trustees.
"What principals are being
used by the board to fire these

· two people?" asked Robert
Sitelman, president of the Kean
College chapter of the American
Federation of • Teachers. "I
know," Sitlema n went on, "that
there is the issue of confidentiality but it has always
seemed to me that confidentiality was created to help the individuals involved. But what
we've got is a situation in which
confi dentiality is being abused to
shroud the· decision making
process and to preclude us (the
faculty) from the important
decisions that are affecting the
lives of these people."
Sitelman went on to state that
the people present knew that the

(Continued on back page)
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by Robert Siniakin
The Student Council at their
meeting last Friday gave the
authority to the Registration
Survey Form Committee to contact the A merican Civil Liberties
Union to see what steps can be
taken to change the form.
Freshman council
members
were also appointed to the
Finance Board.
According to Gus Garcia,
chairperson of the committee,
"We met with the registrar and
tound it wa1, impoHible to
change the form to our satisfaction at this level due to a
federal regulation by Housing,
Educa tion, and Welfare."
Garcia added that he will contact the ACLU so they ca n take
the situation into consideration.
Maria Rios and Gregory Floyd
were appointed to Finance
Board . Rios will be resigning her
positions as Recording Secretary
of the freshman class and as copy
editor on the Independent.

According to Greg Gomes, assistant treasurer of Student
Organization, "Maria Rios has to
resign from her executive board
positions because their would
more than likely be a conflict of
interest." He added, "If she
remained on the Independent
editorial board and their budget
came up for review in Finance

Board, she might be inclined to
favor the Independent budget."
Gomes further added, " By her
resignations we insure impartiality ori the Finance Board. "
Valerie Allen , will assume the
position of recording secretary
since she had the second most
amount of votes from the
freshman class elections.

KOPS To Generate School
Spirit By Staging Rallies
by Robert Siniakin
A new organization vying for
recognition and funding, the
Koalition
of
P.articipating
Students (KOPS) is attempting to
organize a pep rally on
December 20th to instill some

Staff Tuition Aid To Be Taxed
WASHINGTON (AP) Internal

Revenue

The

Service

is

proposing a change in-tax law to
require college professors to pay
income taxes on the value of any
tuition-free college education
their schools provide to their
children .
Currently, this tuition-free
education , a standard fringe
benefit at many colleges and
universities, is considered a nontaxable scholarship.
But the IRS is proposing to

Grants To Be Issued By Need
TRENTON (AP) - State Higher Education Chancellor Ralph
A. Dungan proposed a consolidation of the state tuition aid
program that would base nearly
all student grants on need and
streamline the process of applying for help.
The chancellor's program
would require approval of the
Board of Higher Education and
the legislature by February to
take effect in the school year
beginning September, 1977.
Dungan said one major result
would be a cutoff of aid to about
9,700 students from upper income families and new grants or
increased aid to about 8,790
students from poorer families .
There is nosimplewaytocompute the family income level
below which students would
receive more aid, Dungan said,
but it appeared from his figures
to be somewhere between
$14,000 and $18,000 a year,
depending on the family.
Dugan 's plan would eliminate
state scholarships and incentive
grants, which are based in part
on high school class rank.
They would be replaced, as
would the other five student aid
programs, by a unified aid system
. based only o n financial need.
Students would receive aid only
if they attend college in New
Jersey.
About 4,800 students atten-
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Council Votes To Contact ACLU

ding college out of state would
lose their state scholarship
grants, which average $492 each .
Another 3,200 scholarship
winners and 1,700 holders of •
tuition aid grants attending
school in New Jersey would also
be cut off because their family
income would be too high for
them to be eligible.
New awards under the
program would go to about 6,130
county college students, 1,160
state college students, 500
students at Rutgers University
and New Jersey Institute of
Technology and 1,000 students at
private colleges in the state.
" The damn program now is
loaded toward the person with
high income," Dungan said.
" We're trying to spread it to the
people with the greatest need.
It's called economic democracy. "
Dungan's proposal would cost
about $31.6 million for the 197778 school year abol!t $3
million more than continuing
current programs would cost.
He said it could be put i nto
effect with $28.6 million, but
grants would generally be 10 per
cent lower.
For a student applying to
college, the new aid program,
combined with proposed state
administration of federal student
aid, would mean a student would
apply for aid just once.

change its regulat ions, retroactive to Nov. 2, to treat the
value of this free education as
compensation on which taxes
must be paid .
Under the law, this proposed

• • .to what KOPS means. •

change in regulations cannot be
adopted until after the IRS gives
citizens a chance to provide their
views. The deadline for these
comments is Dec. 17, after which
the tax agency can make its final
decision on the matter.

school spirit into Kean College.
KOPS is attempting to receive
funding
from
Student
Organization special projects.
The group needs approximately
$225 for sheet music and other
expenses.
The group was organized by
John Mexia , ex-president of the
political science club and
Howard Popper. KOPS has 12
memben and 1S mus\c\a~ horn
the Music Department w ho will
perform at the f'allies.
According to John Mexia, "the
rally will be held in the Student
Center Cafeteria so we will be as-

(Continued on back page)

"Pick A New Pie" Picks:

Business Manager Appointed
by Robert Siniakin
Augustine F. Cero, a graduate
of Seton Hall University with a
B.S. in Accounting., was officjally
named Business Manager of
Student Organization at the
Student Council meeting last
Friday.
.
The Pick-a-Pie Committee
received approximately 60 applications. The committee interviewed five potential candidates
and then narrowed it down to
two candidates Mike Dudnikov
and Cero.
Business manager is responsible for supervising the accounting
and
bookkeeping
aspect of Student Organization.
His other duties will be the administration
of
contractual
agreements and investment and
Photo by Steve Scheiner
insurance portfolios.
Augustine F. Cero was chosen to replace Steve Piccolo as the Business
In addition the business M,mager of Student Org.
manager is responsible to the
Student Organization Executive was chosen because he knew a because he is exceptionally
Board and Council for the con- little more about the workings of qualified and he will be able to
Organization relate to student problems."
trol and administration of the Student
•government." He also added ,
· Student Activities Fee.
Judkas added, "We feel that
His other functions will lie in "Gus was chosen by a unami- we are the most knowledgeable
the supervision and control of mous vote.
Executive Board ever because we
Cero will start working at had to assume the resoperating budgets for the Intercollegiate Athletic Program and Student Org on Monday, ponsibilities of busi_ness manager
for the Federally funded com- December 20th at a starting and that we will have to teach the
·salary of $11 ,360 a year. Cero was new business manager Student
munity programs on campus.
According to Greg Gomes, As- previously an accountant and Org Policies and Procedures."
sistant Treasurer of Student Org, general manager of Ha rrington
Buz Whelan president of
" Gus seemed to have the Construction Company. He was Student O rg stated, " Gus has the
qualifications t hat most typified responsible for all the areas of combination we were looking
Mr. Piccolo (the previous general accounting for the firm. for. "
business manager) plus he had a He als·o worked for H & R Block
Cero commented, " I feel that
personality that blended into as an income tax preparer .
Olga Jud kas , assistant it will be a very different and
Student Org. "
Gomes added, "It was close secretary of Student Org, stated, khallenging occupation in dealbetween Mike and Gus but Gus " I think we made a wise decision ing with students."
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Kean Offers Italy For A Year
Kean C_olleg~ of New Jersey, in
cooper~tion with the New J_ersey
Coun~il for ln t erna t1~>nal
E?ucat1on and Gonzaga Un1vers1ty, offers Kea n Co ll e ge
underg_raduate st~de nt_s an opportunity to gain first-h~nd
knowledge and un~erstand ~ng
of Flore nce, lta!y, wh il e pu rsu ing
a fully _accre~1ted program of
acade~1~ studies.
.
A bilingua l teaching staff,

co mposed of professors from
Go~zag~. University and the
Univers1t1es of Florence and
Bologna, offers courses in the
fo llowing disciplines : Art,
Economics, English, History,
Italian,
Music,
Philosophy,
Po litical . Science, Psych_ology,
and Socio logy. Courses in the
Italian language and Italian
literature are taught in Italian. All
ot her course s are in English.

The administrative offices,
classrooms, and li bra ry of the
Italian Program are in the
Palazzo Antinori, an e legant
Renaissance palace, located in
the old Via Tornabuoni,
crowded with fas hionable shops
and c afes. The palace is
convenitently located midway
between the two great focal
points o f Flo rence ~the cathedral
with its great dome, baptistry,
and bell towe r; and the Piazza
della Signoria with its Pa llaza
Vecchio and Uffizi gallery, once
·t he ad min istrative centers of
Fl orence and now its princi pal
museums. Stude nts live and eat
Hundreds of graph ic and in- visual artists have flooded AIGA in small pens ion i o r board ing
dustrial des igners, illustrators, headquarters with entries.
houses in the area run by Italian
photographers, publishers, arfamili
es.
Amo ng the Christmas season
chitects and art d irectors in the
Upon arriva l in Amsterdam in
United Sta tes and Canada bega n items received are· cards, ingiving themselves away fo r vitations, mob il es, ornaments, mid-Septem ber, the participants
paper
sculpture,
packages, in the Italian Program will spend
Christmas.
Responding to a call for drawings, posters, publishers' ten days touring part of Western
donations to a gala benefit ex- gift books and corporate and in- Europe , gen'erall y t he
Netherlands, Germany, and Aushibition and boutique for the dustrial gifts and products.
tria
on their way to Florence.
Winning entries will be on
American Institute of Graph ic
The deadline for application is
from
Arts, independent and corporate public exhibition
December 8 through 31 at the December 20, 1976.
Program Cost, 1977-78
AIGA gallery, 1059 Third
Approximately
$3,300 (exAvenue, N.Y. An adjacent boutique will offer multiples of the cluding air fare to Amsterdam
displayed items for sale, the and return from Florence) in- This is only one of the memorable sites to be seen during a stay in
Europe.
proceeds to be used for future cluding:
1. A ten-day orientation tour
Institute programs.
Edwin J. Williams, Willis Hall
Executive Director Flora Finn through Western Europe upon and a main meal each day).
Students are urged to stop by Gross describes the entries as arrival in Amsterdam in mid4. Health insurance.
109C, Coordinator of InterHealth Services to pick up a " personal,
For further information on this national Studies, Kean College of
playful
and September.
happy holidays grab bag gift decorative gifts by creative artists
2. Tuition for academic year.
program or other overseas New Jersey, Union, New Jersey
from leading manufacturers.
3. Room and board (breakfast programs, contact: Professor 07083, (201) 527-2166or 527-2057.
and corporations who are
There are grab bags for the moved each year at Christmas
male and the female facets of the time to share themselves and
college community. Both con- their products, in beautiful and
tain a small bottle of Excederin, original designs, with their
A new women's journal will be
The new journal will be access to it because it focuses on
shampoo (different brands for friends and clients. They are the
the different sexes) , a film .send kinds of objects we have all published in the near future by published with the aid of the women and where they spend
the Corporate Woma-n Com- nation's major corporations as
away development envelope, collected and cherished."
most of their day-on the job.
munication, Inc. The new , consultants. Though this journal
and a list of discount subscripThe editorial focus of the
The exhibition was preceded publication will help profes- has been created for a select
tion rates for magazines.
publication is as practical as it
by an invitational press party and sional women develop in the group of women, every career
The difference in the bags is , preview on December 7.
could be. Most of the articles in
oriented womap should have
corporate work environment.
the coming annual issue are
not only the variation of shamwritten by successful corporate
poo brands, but also several
women
and
leading
other items. The guys are also enacademicians. The major objectitled to a package of Rolaids.
tive of the editorial design is to
The girls will get a box of perThe Campus Roundtable in do at college than get high, gets high according to Mindi help career women distinguish
sonal items instead.
Health Services is located in the January issue of Gallery there's more than one way of Keirnan , editor of the newspaper and cope with the problems unithe Bookstore Building and sup- Magazine reported that alcohol getting high on a typical at the University of Florida. She quely encountered by them.
has replaced marijuana on most American college campus.
reports that " Younger students
Along with the corporate
plies are ~imited.
college campuses as the
Mary Ann_Chickshaw, editor spend their Friday and Saturday per5pective on women in
students' prime means of getting of the student newspaper at nights (at least) cruising the bars. business, leading authoritiest in
high . But just as there's more to Michigan State University , Older students, those leftover the field address the critical
reports " It's not all booze on the from the war-torn Sixties, spend concerns of a career woman:
East Lansing campus. Marijuana some of their evenings with How can she balance career and
family lifel How should she hanis grown on the window sills with friends usually smoking pot."
dle the issue of sexuality in the
the other gree(lery. If you want
work setting? How does gender
it, you can get it-cocaine,
affect ' her professional career?
hashish , uppers, downers, reds,
The journal provides a career
etc. Whatever the name,
woman with life-style role
whatever the pleasure, the
models as well as covers various
connection can be found ."
car,eer options and the entire
Scott Weisenberger, managcareer planning process.
the buyer are not allowed to ing editor of the student paper at
by Haight Ashburry
Further information on this
the
University
of
Virginia,
In the words of a once famed taste the goods directly from the
publication can be obtained by
politician, "Let me make this bag that you are purchasing, and commented that "Drug use perwriting to: The Woman MBA,
perfectly clear." No matter what you are not dealing with a per- sists to a certain extenttoday, but
P.O'. Box 6722, Stanford, CA
one " expert" may say, when it sonal friend, DO NOT buy it. Be at most parties or social
94305.
comes to pot, there will be sure that you are tasting what gatherings alcohol is offered to
someone who disagrees. This you are buying, and not a sample set the party's pace." As to the
extent alcohol is served on the
In California the legality of the
may be because anyone who has from someone's private stash.
The taste and results from the University of Virginia campus, drug is the factor which detergotten high mo,re'than once can
somehow deem him(or her)self taste should tell you exactly what Weisenberger remarks that "It is mines its popularity. Explains
you need to know about the not too uncommon to visit a John Freed, editor of the student
an expert.
(CPS)-lhe parrot's name is
I have always tried to make it quality of the pot. Try not to try friend on campus and be offered paper at Stanford University in
California, "Since California worthless. He can giggle, laugh
clear that anything said in too much and then judge, for a drink at two in the afternoon."
Money is a major factor in made use of small amounts of like a ghoulish old man and
Dopers' Corner can .be your judgement will surely be
contested because it is my impaired. Als9, try to make the determining just how a college . marijuana a misdemeanor in scream like a maniac. Worthless
opinion unless it is credited to taste test while you are relatively student gets high. Susan Walton, 1976, people are smoking belongs to Chris Duffy, a student
some "higher" source. This, an straight, and preferably perfectly editor of the student paper at the everywhere. This isn't to deny at the University of New
University of New Mexico writes the increasing use of alcohol. But Hampshire. He is a thre~-yearanalysis of picking a good ounce, straight.
A second import~nt test and in the January issue of Gallery 'cruising the bars' is out of the old Yellow-Naped Amazon paris MY analysis, so please take it as
usually the first one made, is to that money has a lot to do with question for most Stanford rot.
such.
undergrads, and the ·tegal drinWorthless has taken up whisfir.It of all, good pot is very, take a whiff with the old sniffer. I the use of alcohol and drugs on
very, very, very, very rare these really don 't know how to des- campus. "Cocaine is propably king age in California is twenty- tling at women, singing to
records, doing imitations of
days. If you do happen to come cribe the smell of good pot ex- the fourth most popular drug on one."
The Stanford newspaper people coughing and as if that
across, some, BUY IT! The cost cept to say that it smells pleasant, campus and it would be more
will of course, be inflated. The sort of like the smell of dirt (soil popular, but its price, seventy editor offers Gallery readers were not enough, when he's
dollars a gram; puts it out of the some · examples of the varied really excited, he lets out a loud,
·
summer drought caused the not filth) .
ways in which California horrendous scream.
Another basic in purchasing reach of most students."
prices of aJI ·kinds of pot to jump
Marijuana, which has stayed at collegians get high : " One dorm
An initial' investment of $550
at least $5. Mexican cannot be pot is to look at the physical
had for less than $25/oz. (It is characteristics of the ounce. A a consistent price of ten dollars a threw a party last year at which and four dollars a week for seeds
usually $30 and trashy.) The go- good sign is a color ranging ffom lid for the past ten years, is nitrous oxide (laughing gas) was brought Worthless intothe lives
ing price for decent Columbian black to brown to gold. A green popular with all types of groups available. The same dorm of the New Hampshire fraternity
is $45/oz. and is usually snatched of any shade, except very dark at the university. Alcohol, routinely buys house grass and house. Since parrots have a life
should put your defenses L!P• though, is still the cheapest way has held quaalude parties. And expectancy of 50 years, Worup for even more.
one of the thirteen remaining thless will probably be around to
To be sure that you are not be- You should also observe the to get ~igh.
_~~e. 1s another factor deter- ~ fraternities. held a :'jungle party" . ·entertain ~veryof!~ for quite a
ing ripped off, the first step to physical make-up of the pot.
(Continued on back page) mining how a college student with LSD in the pizza."
while.
follow is the taste test. If you as

Institute of Graphic A rts
Displays Visual A rts Talent

Health Services
Gets In Spirit

Pro Women's Journal Created

Pot Ne, Longer Highest High

.
11OPEF\S'

.

■ORNER.

Worthless Bird
Does Imitations
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Disease Control Recruiting
College Students For Jobs
The Center for Disease Control located in Atlanta, Georgia,
is recruiting for medical record
technicians , grades GS~4 ($8,316
p.a.) through GS-7 ($11 ,523 p.a.).
No written test is required for
these temporary jobs, which are
not expected to last beyond one
year .
Those recruited for these
positions will conduct a research
project involving selected hospitals in the New York City area.
The project will be part of a
national study concerning hospital-acquired infections and will
be based on data taken from
med ical records in selected
institutions. The CDC plans to
employ 12 tempora ry medical
record technicians from this area
to work on this project.
At the GS-4 level requirements
are two years of experience or
two years o f post-high school
education, of whi ch at least six
months involved experi ence or
course work which provided
the candidate with a basic
knowledge of medical ter-

Feminist For Equality Push ERA

minology and medical record
procedures and techniques. The
additional years of education
and experience required for jobs
at grades GS-5 and above must
have included the analysis of
medical records for completeness, consistency and compliance with requirements .
Qualified
individuals
interested in these jobs should
send an application form (SF 171)
directly to the Center for Disease
Control , Atlanta, .Georgia 30333,
Attention: Mrs. Louise Reece
(H .I.) . You may obtain an application form by visiting, writing
or telephoning the nearest
Federal Job Information Center,
the address and phone number
of which are found in the White
Pages of the telephone directory
under
" U.S.
Government. "
Should a directory not include
such a listing, one can call 800555-1212 to obtain the toll-free
number o f a Federal Job Information Center in a particular
state.

Vicious Dog Creates Chaos
(CPS)-The US diplomatic
corps shifted into high gear
recently to settle a dispute that
could have "i nternational consequences " and unhinge the
future of US relations with Barbados, according to Barbados
Ambassador Waldo EmersonRamsey.
The problem is Emerson-Ramsey's German shepherd. The dog
has bitten eight people in the last
four years in Pelham, N.Y. The
city's mayor has ordered that the
dog be kept leashed and has told
police to shoot it if it is caught
loose.
Emer!>on-Ramsey, in a letter to
the mayor, Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger and US Attorney
General Edward Levi, said, "The
mind boggles at the tragic
calamitous consequences of a
personal nature which naturally

Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

The Feminist For Equality conducted an extensive letter writing campaign which requested studenb tCJ

write a letter to their Senators in opposition to resinding the Federal ratification of the Equal Righb
Amendment (ERA). This table, set up in the Student Center last Thursday, was staffed by from left to right,
Kristine· Kalwicz, Barbara Bollman, and Susan Somerfleck.
The ERA Bill needs four more states for Federal ratification and if New Jersey resinds the bill, fin states
will then be needed. The Feminist for Equality therefore are urging people to take a No stand to SCR 64.
One of the sample letters said, "Resinding the ERA which N.J. passed so long ago, would result in a giant

flow from such aberration . And
this
consideration
bespeaks
i;iothing of the possible international consequences. "
A US Mission official entered
step backwards." It went on, "Without the amendment to the Federal Constitution, there is no legal basis
the fray in November to reach a
settlement short of nuclear . to defend anyone subjected to descrimination because of sex."
holocaust.

Escort Service Needs Student Volunteers
r-----------------------------~I

The Vice President's Committee on Safety is attempting to
organize a volunteer escort service 'to be operable during the
evening hours of 5 p.m. to 10:30
p.m. The primary purpose of the
escort service would be to
provide escorts to those students
having the need to be assisted to
and from automobiles, dorms,
library, etc. This service is a joint
effort of the Safety Committee,

Campus Police, and Student
Organization.
Those persons interested in
performing escort services on a
VOLUNTEER basis are requested
to complete the application.
Completed forms should be
returned to Ms. Terry Dec,
Townsend Hall Room 128 no
later than Tuesday, December
21st.

Shi-p mates to Sail R.ound World
This February a small group of
adventurers will embark on one
of the greatest experiences of a
lifetime. They will board YANKEE
TRADER and set sail to strange
ports of call around the world for ·
ten months.
Shipmates are still invited to
join in the voyage which will
feature
the
informality
traditional
to
Windjammer
' Barefoot' Cruises. Not arranged
by the local bridge club o~ jet set,
_this voyage will nor visit 33 countries in seven days, but leisurely
cruise to exotic tropical ports
such as Haiti, Galapagos, Easter
Island,
Tahiti ,
Fiji ,
Bali ,
Singapore, Kenya and Trinidad.
Shipmates will explore, skin
dive, go sightseeing, take
photographs, or just loaf in a
style known only to a few
millionaires. They will actually be
offered the chance to serve as
crew, and to become proficient
in the traditional-- skills of
seamanship .. .or relax and leave
the work to fully trained professional crew . There's no need for
pretentious wardrobe either,
since the ' uniform of the day; will
be casual , usually shorts.
YAN KEE TRADER is a legend in
her own time. Hundreds of
scientists from the four corners
of the world have shared her
journeys into.strange and ·varied
explorations the world over
when she was used for coastal
and oceanographic · research.
Completely refurbished and air
conditioned, she boasts of
spacious quarters with private
heads. YANKEE TRADER is one
of the few motor-sailers afloat
that is ideally suited for journies
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of such magnitude.
To make it possible for
YANKEE TRADER to sail ' round
the world , it is necessary for the
ship's company -to share expenses. The cost to each shipmate is $7,350 for the 10-month
voyage. : .about $24 per day. This
includes expenses aboard ship,
your own quarters abro_a d
YANKEE TRADER. There will be a
$750 discount available \,O
professors and students .
In this age of luxury and self-

indulgence in which plush hotels
and ocean liners compete for
travelers, there is still adven'turers who want to accomplish
things for themselves, travel and
explore in a leisurely and casual
manner without thought for
hotel reservations, schedules or
baggage limitations. These shipmates are the ones wanted. For
llilOre details, information and
applications write to Windjammer ' Barefoot' Cruises , P.O .
Box 120, Miami Beach, Florida
33139.

APPLICATION FOR VOLUNTEER ESCORT SERVICE

N a m e - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -

SEX: Male _ _ __
Age; _ _ _ __ _

Social Security Number: - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - ' ' - - Address : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I
I
I
I

\I

Campus Resident : Bldg. _ _ _ _ _ _ _/_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Apt.# _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone : Home : _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Work : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Please indicate below what days and times you would be available as an
escort. The service is being offered between the hours of 5:00 p.m. and
10:30 p.m.
Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Wednesday ,

Friday

Personal Statement of Interest:

•

f

__________ - ___________________ J

National Search For Truman
Scholarship Candidates .

,;_

H:=z.J'--'.•='··

YANKEE TRADER will sail jn Febr■ary around the. "'(orld dropping anchor in exotic tropical ports.
·

•

The start of a national
academic search for the first
Truman Scholarship candidates
has been announced by the
Harry S. Truman Scholarship
Foundation . ,
The Foundation and the
Truman Scholarships were established by an Act of Congness
to honor one of our nation 's
great Presidents. This memorial
provides a way for talented
college men and women to
prepare for careers
in
government.
Fifty-three students who will
be in their junior year of college
next fall will be selected during
this year through the Foundation
ti!; the first Truman Scholars.
The Foundation will award
scholarships i,:i programs leading
to careers in government and
provide a maximum stipend of
$5,000 a year for up to four years
of college study. In addit ion to

being outstanding students , with
a grade point average of at least
" B" (or equivalent) and being in
·the upper quartile of their
classes, candidates will be re.,-iuired to demonstrate a firm
commitmen·t to public service.
One student will be selected
from each state, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, and coasidered _
as a single entity, Guam, the
Virgin Islands, American Samoa,
and the Tru~t Territory of the
Pacific Islands.
For consideration as a Truman
Scholar, a stude'ffl ' must be
nominated by his or her college's
presidetit, upon the recommendation of the Truman Scholarship Program faculty representative. The deadline is December
15, 1976. For further information,
contact Doremus & Company,
212-964~0700: O '
I ' I
0
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EDITOR I-AL
Monday night, the State Assembly passed by a vote of 55-9 a
proposed legislation that would entail a mandatory three year
prison sentence, with no chance for parole, for those convicted
of crimes involving assault. Described by its proponents, the bill
is a "cracking down" measure that would deter violent
criminals in the future. The bill must now go before the Senate.
What we see here, is a group of over zealous politicians, who
in expressing a popular view of Law and Order are robbing the
right of the individual to a fair trial and a just sentence. Essentially the job of the judge and jury. ·
Violent crime, which has become the major theme in the
news media in recent weeks, has now become the soap box
upon which elections are won. The increasing concern that
some judges are becoming too lenient has provoked the law
makers of this state into removing the responsibility that
belongs to the decision makers of the courtroom.

You Caught Us
Wet Handed
Dear Editor:
Current financial crises in New Jersey etc. have had some
deleterious effects on the standard of higher education at the state's
various institutions of same. Despite the institution of a state income
tax and an increase in tuition , the severity of the cutbacks that are being forced upon Kean College is becoming increasingly apparent
with the arrival of each new semester when the course offering
guides are offered as a matter of course . It is understood that
publications of any nature are an expensive venture and that reducing the number of courses offered in the different departments is a
justifiable way of cutting down administrative operating expenses by
requiring fewer pages, thereby saving substantially on the high cost
of paper. (especially in the English Department)
However, the line has got to be drawn somewhere. For as long as
memory serves, there has been a paper towel dispenser in the men's
room on the third floor of Willis Hall that has been consistently
devoid of paper towel s. Now, not only is th is a tragic waste of the pu rpose of this perfectly good towel d ispenser, but the added lack of a
blower-dryer has dealt a tragic blow t o t he personal hygiene of many
male English students. Those wi th perseverence, dedicati on to a
cause, or who just don 't relish walking around with w et hands, are
reduced to utilizing toilet pape r to fulfill a purpose for which it w as
not originally designed, consistently demonstrating its p itiful inadequacy in this capacity subsequen t and drastic inabundance which
leads to even more tragic circumstances . When this point has been
reached , a stand eventually has got to be taken . Help rid these
students of the stigma of attending classes with hands of doubt ful
integrity, purge the conscientious of those microscopic balls of toilet
paper that get knotted up i n the air of the back-hands, preserve toilet
paper for its intended purpose, and return the handshake, and age
old sign of trust to the third floor of Willis Hall. Join now in the
boycott of all restrooms at Kean College until this injustice has been
re~tified by those responsible .
Aid the Movement
Hank Snyder

P:5.
Glad you finally took my advice in your Thanksgiving issue and
stuffed that cabbage.
A rose smells better than a cabbage, but you can't eat roses.

(Continued on page 5)

·independent
The only alternative for a judge in a case where he would feel
a three year sentence too extreme would be to charge the convicted with a 3,000 dollar fine. "Three years or three thousand
dollars"echoes the pronouncement of adixiecrat judge who is in
the habit of haranguing out of towners for traffic tickets. Three
thousand dollars is not very much to pay when we consider
punishment for violent crimes. Certainly a jail sentence, determined by the judge to fit the crime would be more effectual. But
setting guidelines for the judge to work within, especially such
narrow ones as these, takes away the power of our judicial
branch of government.
We neither condone the acts of violent criminals nor
condemn "well meaning" measures taken by the legislators to
curb criminal acts dealing with assault, but we cannot see the
constitutionality of such an arbitrary decision. Penal reforms
first step should entail, measures towards the swift enforcement
of the law, both in judgment and sentencing, not twisting the
constitutional right of all individuals to a fair trial. ·
\i\\ <111\P"\IUll\ll
\.~

The opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything
printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of the college.
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(Continued from page 4)

Who Pays Out
of State Fees
I am a junior student in this college and ever since I had been attending this college, the Business Office had been billing me fo~ out-ofstate tuition fees simply because I am on student visa. There is no objection to this. There are indications wherein almost 80",(, of other
foreign students in the same category with me pay in-state fees. This is
very unfair to other students paying out-of-state fees.
With your help and others involved in this matter, the situation can
be straightened out and erase the ill-feelings and unfair practices
among others with student visa paying out-of-state fees.
,
I strongly believe that all foreign students should provide their
status in this country whenever they are dealing with the Business Office. Since the sending out of bills for Spring 1977 is at hand, an early
and proper investigation is requested before then. All students
should be treated equally.
Thank you,
Very truly yours,

I\J.
HOLIDAY DECORATIONS
Any group planning to decorate any area of campus for the
holidays must get the approval of the Student Activities Office,
College Center 143.
The following regulations MUST, be observed or the
decorations will be removed at the order of the Fire Warden :
1. No live trees or greens may be used indoors.
2 . Artificial trees or greens must have evidence that they are
fire retarded or flameproof .
3 . If lights are used, all strings of lights must bear a U.L.
label.
4 . Use of frayed electrical cords, damaged plugs, multiple
outlets (octopus plugs) is prohibited.
5. Highly flammable materials such as cotton batting, straw,
dry vines, leaves, artificial flowers or shrubbery and flam
plastic materials shall not be used unless flameproofed,
and evidence of the flameproofing must be available.
6. Please use foil, not paper, for cut-outs and similar used.
7 . Decorations must be non-religious in nature and theme.
8 . The decorations must be removed by Dec . 21.
9 . There will be a maintenance charge for cleaning each
area that has been decorated if it is necessary in the
Maintenance Department's opinion .

Yearbooks are still available for $1.00 in a new
location - The Yearbook Office.

A proposal has been made by Student Organization to raiset'icket prices
for all College Center Board concerts to five dollars per ticket. If passed, all
tickets for concerts next semester will almost double in price. Student Org.
has stated that with the increase, CCB will receive one dollar from each
ticket sold. This additional revenue would then enable the student to
attend one additional concert per year.
With wallets made light by tuition increases and the high price of textbooks, our own fellow students want to venture deeper into our pockets.
The ticket price increase does not have any effect on officers of Student
Org. anyway since they are given complimentary tickets to every-CCB
event. Students are having a hard enough time with paying three dollars a
ticket, never mind five. Melissa Manch'ester played at Avery Fischer Hall
recently with tickets at $8.50 and $7.50 and sold the place out. Here at Kean
the tickets were $3 and she didn't sell out 950 seats. The reason for the non-sell out was credited to the close scheduling of concerts in the past three
months.
What do we pay our activity fee for? As it stands, the budget of CCB
could handle a major concert per month plus a picnic at the end of the
semester. By charging five dollars a head, Student Org. would like concerts
the caVibre of Springsteen. That's impossible. Unless they announce a
college tour, a band with "superstar" status will .only hit the major cities
where the big arenas are. You're just not going to get the Stones or Wings
at Kean College.
If tickets are raised to five bucks, people will just as likely go to see the
same show at the Capitol or the Palladium for a dollar or two more. Supposedly, aren't the concerts given as a service to the student and a func;tion
of his activity fee? The greed of Student Org. will only make it more difficult for ticket sales. Peopl ~ are going to think twice about shelling out ten
dollars for a pair of tickets.
Earlier in the semester, a verbal agreement was made between the top
members of Student Org. and Lou Caruso, head of special events of CCB.
The agreement was that tickets be raised one dollar from two to three per
ticket. From charging $3 for concerts such as Ha\\ & Oates, George Benson,
and Melissa Manchester, CCB would have enough extra money to put on a
December show. As it stands, Student Org. denies that such an agreement
was made. There is also no sign of a December Christmas show in sight.
Wh~re is that extra money? ·
The people that are representing you are doing something without your
consent. I urge people to take a stand. Remember, it's your money and
your ass. Voice your opinion to your class council member.
·
Thank You,
Anthony Cerqueira

The OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone in the campus community to express an opinion that would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

SENIORS
LAST CHANCE
Senior photos are now being taken! Sign upon the yearbook office door for today and tomorrow.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
Kean College of New JerMy
PROBLEMS?
consumer
Government Benefits
Insurance
Employment
"You Name It"

Landlord-tenant
Divorce
Traffic violations
Contracts
Criminal

Call

zae.aoo tor lnform■llon
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by Buz Whelan
In recent weeks condemned
killer Gary Gilmore has captured
the attention and imaginatiqn of
the American people. His complex legal battle to die at the
hands of a Utah firing squad has
focused renewed interest on the
debate over the death penalty.
The debaters set our heads spinning as their arguments go
around and around. Is the death
penalty an instrument of
revenge or retribution? Does it
act as a deterrent or not? Does it
descriminate against minorities?
Is it economically sound?
In an effort to present a fair
picture of these arguments, we
contacted sociologist Ann T.
Deluvian, one of the foremost
experts on capital punishment in
the country. Dr. Deluvian has
served as a consultant to
numerous state legislatures considering capital punishment
legislation. Her book, Hung up
on Capital Punishment has been
cited as a landmark work on the
subject.
Wizard: Dr. Deluvian, we
would like to relate arguments
on the death penalty to Gary
Gilmore, the condemned Utah
killer.
Deluvian: Certainly many of
the most basic principles must be
considered in that case.
W: Is the death penalty an
instrument ot revenge tor the
state? Are we simply "getting
even" with those subject to it?
D: No, not at all. The death
penalty is definitely not revenge
or getting even. It is retribution .
That's much different.
W: In what way?
D: It can best be illustrated
through analogy. Say your best
friend borrows your car and puts
a dent in it. So you go over to his
house with a hammer and put a
dent in his car, exactly like the
one he put on yours.
W: Is that revenge or retribution?
D: It depends. If you feel satisfied and happy about it, it's
revenge. If you feel guilty, it's
retribution. Do you see the
difference?

The
of
the
Independent made this space
available each week for topics of
interest to the Kean woman;
students, faculty and staff:
• Women in the twenty-one
municipalities of Union County
can expect to benefit from the
services of an Advisory Board on
the Status of Women, created by
a resolution of the county's
Board of Freeholders. "The Advisory Board seeks to study the
needs, capabilities and concerns
of women," states chair Ethel
Glick. The board welcomes
public attendence at itimeetings
(the next one is scheauled for
Saturday, January 15, at 9:45 at
the Union County Court House
(Annex) in Flizabeth).
Members of Kean's Feminists
For Equality student group conducted a successful letter-writing campaign during the week of
November 29. Their goal is to
urge defeat of N.J. State Senate
Bill SCR 64 which seeks to res-

W: I guess so.
D: Guilt is the whole key. As
long as we feel guilty about the
death penalty, it's ok. When we
feel good about it, then it's
revengeful and wrong.
W: It seems like you 're saying,
more or less, is that if we feel the
death penalty is the right thing,
we shouldn 't have it, but if we
think it is wrong, then we should .
D: An oversimplification, but
substantially correct.
W: Do you think capital
punishment has a deterrant
value?
D: Well, perhaps it would be
significant to point out that not
one person executed in the
United States has ever been
returned to prison .
W: Does the death penalty dis-

(Continued on page 11)

by Robert Kern
Deck us all with Boston Charlie
Walla Walla Washington and a
Kalamazzo
Nora 's freezing on the trolley
Swaller dollar cauliflower alley
garoo
Don 't we know archaic barrel
Lullabye lillyboy Louisville Lou
Trolley Molly don't love
Harold
Bolla
Boola
Pennsacoola,
Hulla-baloo
(Copyright Walt Kelly used
without permission)
Something must be done with
schools that final exams will not
be given so close to the holidays.
I barely have enough time to get
my carolers together much less
learn of the reign of Ramses II.
My friends depend upon me
to brighten up these festivities
with my myriad confectionary
endeavors. (I 've had to cancel
the plum pudding from last
week . .. no time.)
So if anyone out there takes
my recipies and uses them send
me a sample. I love the eating but

fl.noth~r
Vi~W
by Rev. Norman 0. Mattson
"What's a nice girl like you doing in a place like this?" That
might have been the reaction of
a modern shepherd seeing the
Virgin Mary in the foul setting of
the stable with her blessed babe.
It that setting seemed incredible,
then the rest of that babe's life
only added to it. Born in a stable
and dying on the town garbage
heap is not the stuff of success as
we see it, but it encompassed a
life that has influenced all history.
This is a story that is repeated
in the lives of those we honor as
" heroes of God"; Moses .denied
entry into the promised land,
prophets such as Jeremiah and
Isaiah never experiencing the
thrill of a restored homeland,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer being executed within months of the
defeat of Hitler, which would
have brought him release from
prison, the countless men,
women, and children who have

died such meaningless ·deaths in
holocausts, none of them having
success in life as we measure that
word. Still somehow these are
the ones we remember. We
remember them in spite of the
seeming failures of their lives.
We remember them most in
terms of a common humanity.
If, then, we rememberthem in
that way, possibly that is the message that God would have us
understand. Success is a quality
of how humane we are. The
Christmas story keeps its impact
on us, not so much in . its
theological dimensions, but in
this simple human message of a
helpless child, a mother's love, a
faithful father figure. If we translate those three elements we
come to the heart of what the
Gospel is telling us. The three
qualities that make for su<;:cessful
living in God's sight - faith , hope,
love.

will soften in a little over two
hate slaving over a hot stove.
This week you get another weeks.
One disappointment I am exchoice between recipes. As
always there are variations on periencing is that space does not
certain concoctions over the allow me to instruct you, dear
years. This week it is for Pfeffer- reader, on the making of a
nu sse (mit an oomlijut) gingerbread house but I know
(pronounced:
fef-fer-noose). that other periodicals do carry
They are the little powder sugar such instructions so it should be
coated spice drops which when no problem in research.
Many have asked since my last
brought in the store are capable
of damaging enamel and crown . article (even if no one asks it is
Dentists chuckle with glee over my perogative to say they did.
this, especially with the price of Five hundred years from now, .
who'll know?) why I am giving
bridge work these days.
For Pfeffernusse (the hard out food recipes. Up to now I
ones) cream 1 cup soft butter have concentrated on the liquid
with 1½ cups sugar until the mix- aspects of life and now I go crazy
ture is light and fluffy and mix in with desserts and cookies and
3 beaten eggs . Sift 5 cups flour puddings. Why?
Simple. For the rest of the year
with 4 teaspoons doulbe-action
just about any food will suffice
(get your mind out of the gutter)
me. I even lowerto junk food ocbaking powder, 1 teaspoon each
of cloves nutmeg, cinnamon , casionally. But at Christmas time
(or at Chanukah, I am not antiand salt and ½ ~easpoon white
semitic) there is a special elecpepper. Add the ingredients to
tricity which envelops me. I
the creamed mixture alternately
relish the glow in a child 's eye as
with 1½ cups milk and ½ cup
he expects his presents and
water. Add 1 cup chopped
wonders, once again, about old
almonds, 1 teaspoon aniseseed
St. Nick. I- bubble at the license
and the grated rind of 1 lemon
adults have at this time to act like
and blend thoroughly. Drop the
children.
batter by teaspoons into a lightly
So at this time I go out of my
buttered baking sheet and bake
way to make the "special treats"
the cookies at 350°F. for 15
which I reserve for the holiday to
minutes. Dust with confecmake them all the more popular.
tioners sugar.
How many other times of the
To save teeth press the mixture
year can one blatantly express
a little flat so there won't be so
the love he holds for all his
much to bite through.
friends. Parties occur more fre~
The second recipe takes two
quently and people don't mind
weeks but will result in a chewier
the extra fuss for their friends.
cookie and a quieter eating
But I wander now back to
process. It's easy. After you have
recipes.
done all the above, place the
To
return
to liquid
finished product in a tight con- refreshment I offer Wassail.
tainer with an apple slice. They
(Continued on page 10)

by Frank Bolger
T.V. Shows You'll Never See
(Maybe):
"Here Come The Gilmores"
(Welcome to another episode
of Here Comes The Gilmores.
(Continued on page 11)
Tonight's story is called " You ' ll
Die Laughing. " Our story opens
with Fatherly_ Fred Gilmore
slumped on a chair in the living
room , reading the Salt Lake City
Executioner. The crackle of
breakfast resounds through the
first floor as Motherly Martha
cind New Jersey's ratification of works for three annual group ex- Gilmore summons the family to
the Federal ERA (Equal Rights hibits. It is used by the state's arts the table.)
Amendment).
State Senator councils and organizations also.
Martha: Breakfast is ready. GaThomas Dunn (Elizabeth, District If you would like to be included -ry, time to eat.
21) is sponsor of the bill; Peter in the registry, submit samples of
Gary: (from upstairs) Be right
McDonough (District 22, Plain- your work on slides, and labeled down, Ma.
field) a co-sponsor. Write to with biographical information.
Martha: (as she re-enters the
these legislators, and their Slides to be considered for a Sprkitchen, she spies mischievous
colleagues to express .your ing exhibit must be submitted to
little Linda with her head in the
opinions and concerns. Letters · the registry by February 1. Conoven.) Now, Linda, come here to
do countl
tact Lynn Miller at the Douglas
me, I want to talk with you a
• Try to catch the lecture on Library (932-9407) for more moment. Linda, something's
"Middlesence" with Bernice details.
bothering you, isn't itl The truth,
Shaw, December 22 at the Mor• From a notice to its Public lnnow.
ristown Women's Center (Nor- formation Officers from the
Linda: (a dour expression on
mandy Heights Road).
Commonwealth
of
her face) Yes, momnw.
• Douglass College maintains a Pennsylvania: "If you use Ms. for
Martha: Well now, why don't
slide registry of New Jersey a female, please indicate in
you ju.st climb up on my lap and
Women Artists at the Douglass
parentheses after the Ms.
tell me about it?
Library. From it, Douglass selects
whether it's Miss or Mrs."111
Linda: Okay mommy. Mommy,
you know that favorite vase
I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE!
t section of The Independent:
I of yours that used to not be
I Item or event___________________
I .>roken in a hundred pieces?
I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I (Martha nods, suppressing a
I Source _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I smile) Well the other day I was
I Your name ______________________ I jumping rope in the house, like
t Please ·return ~suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rmj you tole me not to, and I was afraid to tell you, so I thought, 'If I
1
_
./
_ •• , __ J
1 SA 112, Bookstore Building.
stick my head in the oven, and

r-----------------·- -------------,

-~-------------·-------

turn on the gas .. .'
Martha: . . .you wouldn 't cause
us any trouble. Linda , your father
and I love you for what you are,
and no vase will ever change
that. If you want to play in the
oven , and commit suicide, that's
fine, but don't ever feel that you
have to . (She plants a kiss on her
daughter's forehead) Now go
wash for breakfast.
Fred: (Ambling in from the living room, Fred flops into the kitchen chair, pipe in his mouth,
and his reading glasses perched
on the tip of his nose. He speaks
as he flips the pages of the Executioner.) Whatever is keeping
Gary? He's been upstairs all morning.
Martha: Some new project of
his, I think. It's all very hushhush.
Fred: How are his wrists
healing?
Martha: Well, I had a hard
time getting him to the doctor.
He wanted to bleed to death, the
little dickens. He's all bandaged
up, though.
Fred: That's all right, honey,
I've got the answer right here.
Plastic knivesl
(As Martha
withdraws the plastic utensils
from their container and sets the
•table, Fred glances admiringly at
his own wrists and begins to rub
them.) That crazy kid. You know,
dear, he reminds me of myself
when I was just a boy.
Gary: Morning mom, hi dad.
What's for breakfast? (enters

(Continued on page 7)
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by the Indy staff
There i_s a good selection of
films this week, with offerings
that should appeal to all insomniac
tastes.
Comedy,
mystery, adventure,
human
interest, fantasy, they' re all here,
just awaiting your half-conscious
perusal as you type up those lastminute term papers.
THURSDAY
. 11 :30 (13) The Lavender Hill Mob
(1 957)
Hilarious comedy in which
Alec Guinness plays a timid bank
clerk who devises a " fool-proof "
scheme to steal an armored car
shipment of gold bullion. (~
min)
2:20 (2) Billy Budd (1962)
Screen adaption of Herman
Melville's multifaceted novel,
succeeds as action sea yarn, but
lags in delivering the clout ofthe
book. Worth seeing. Uniformly
adept ca st - (2 hrs. 30 min.)
FRIDAY
11 :30 (9) Flesh and Fantasy (1943)
A suspenseful anthology of
tales of imagination, the best of
which stars Edward G. Robinson.
All the tales, however, are quite
good. Predecessor of Rod
Sterling's Twilight Zone style. (2
hrs.)
SATURDAY
11 :40 (2) No Way to Treat a Luly
(1968)
Humorous treatment and a
fine performance by Rod Steiger
make this bizarre story worth
·
He rs,
• int
• he 1tera
.
seeing.
1
1sense,
a lady-killer, using one disguise
afteranothertopolishoffhisvictims and to elude George Segal,
who is excellent as the bumbling
detective. Although it is a formula movie, the plot twists are
good and the ending is almost
touching. (2 hrs. 10 min.)
MONDAY
11 :00 (13) Last Holiday (1950)
When a man is told he has only
a short time to live, he is determined to make his last moments

___..1

his happiest. J.B. Priestley
provided the story for this Alec
Guinness comedy. (90 min.)
11 :30 (2) The Family Nobody
Wanted (1975)
Made for TV movie based on
the story of Helen and Carl Doss
and their " International Family."
Shirley Jones plays Helen , a highpowered young woman whose
maternal instinct moves her to
adopt a dozen children of
different races, and James Olson
plays her long-suffering minister
husband Although much of the
book's wit and poignance has
been left out, it's still not bad if
you're up for some Waltonesque
family fare. (90 min.)
TUESDAY
12:30 (2) The Hound of the
Baskervilles (1939)
The earliest, and perhaps the
best version of the classic
Sherlock Holmes mystery about
the curse of a demon hound. The
Great Detective is played by Basil
Rathbone, considered by many
to be the actor who best looked
like Holmes. This black-andwhite film holds the eerie mood
where its full color remakes
failed. (1 hr. 40 min.)
WEDNESDAY
11 :00 (13) Metropolis (1927)
A classic science fiction film,
silent, made in Germany during
the highly creative Weimar
Republic. The future-city of
Metropolis is threatened and
brought to the edge of ruin by a
revolt among its workers, led by
a robot dancer which was
created by the original "mad
scientist," Rotwang. Directed by
fritz Lang. (2 hrs.)
11 :30 (2) Gunfight atthe OK Corral (l9S7)
Highly
fictional
but
thoroughly entertaining treatment of the famous gun battle.
Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas
make this an action package with
few peers among its genre. (2
hrs.)

by Ray Granda/
con los estudiantes bilingues e
Nos informaron varios esestes departamentos. Esperamos
tudiantes hispanos y algunos de
que con cooperacion mutual,
las organizaciones Latinos gue
alistamiento hispano se acrece, Y
desde la semana pasada hay
Kean se vuelve un centro clasico
problemas entre estudiantes bilde educacion bilingue.
ingue y ciertos departamentos y
En estas reuniones, tambien
cursos en el campo de Kean discutieron ayuda financiero.
especificamente el de parMuchos eSt udiantes creen qu~
tamento de Historia, y el curso
no estan recibiendo lo que
Historia de los Estados Unidos
supuestamente es suyos cuando
hasta 1877, que esta nominado
se aplican en programas de
enelcatalogodelcolegioconotminoridades. Dicen algunos en
ros opciones en la Programa Bilel establicimiento que coningue. " Estudiantes se aplican en
sideran el " posicion financiero
esta clase y piensan que lo van a de los padres." Pero hay que
ens en a r
en
es Pano I reco rd ar que el la cultura escomunicable. Pero muy tarde
panol, los hijos a hijas se tienen
saben que el espanol del
que cuidar solos cua nd o tienen
profesor es muy pobre," dice un
la edad de colegio. Trabajan areS t udiante hispano. " Muchas duamente en sus eS t udios Y en
veces material en-Ja clase no sus trabajos, pero no eS t an
tiene nada que hacer con His- recibiendo los privilegios de estoria Americana . Por ejemplo, tudiantes " fulHime.!'
tener que leer de la civilizacion
En una reun ion el 2 de
de los Mayas. " Algunos hablaron
Deciembre, adonde se fueron
con Prof. Haselton, " Dean of Gus Garcia . y Pat Ippolito,
Arts and Sciences," ye les ' hablaron de formas de
aseguro que va comunicar con aplicacion para escuela , dorlos
varios
departamentos mitorios, etc. Garcia, quien esacademicos Y discutir la taba representa nd0 los esproblema y posibilidades de me- tudiantes hispanos, dijo que las
jorar educacion bilingue y la formas
" no valen
porque
Programa Espanol. ES t es es- algunos hispanos ni son Cuba nos
tudiantes regracian a Prof. ni Puerto Riquenos." (Entre
Haselton.
" Hispanic," eS tan nombrados
Tuvieron las organizaciones " Cuban " Y "Puerto Rican," Y
hispanos una reunion el 30 de nada mas.) Garcia dijo que el esNoviembre, Y discutieron otros tudiante debe poder poner su ·
departamentos Y cursos. Esta nacionalidad, raza, e insemana representantes delos es- formacion de ciudadnia en los
tudiantes bilingues se congregan Esta dos Unidos. Ippolito dijo que
con los presidantes de los depar- estes " standards" son rcglas
tamentos academicos para ma ndadas por el govermiento
comunicar dificultades posibles federal. Todavia tienen que dis-

Bl ac k FIag

(Continued from page 6)
heavily bandaged)
Martha: Your favorite, son,
pancakes.
•r
Ciary: Oh, boy, pile 'em up to
the ceiling.
Martha: They're on the way,
whichkindofsyrupdoyouwant,
strawberry or maple?
Gary: How about Clorox? (The
parents heads turn simultaneously.) Only kidding.
Fred: I tell you, boy, one day
your going to give me a heart atGary: But I. .. I did sorta wanna
talk to you about something.
Martha: Sure, Gary, we' re
listening, now what's your
problem.
•
Gary: Well ma, you see, I
haven 't told you yet but, it looks
like I'm going to flunk biology. (a
flash of disappointment appears
in his parent's faces.) I know you
were counting on me, and I let
you down, but I really don 't want
to go to summer school which is
the only way I can make it up. So I
was thinking that maybe ... well ,

''A Raisin In The Sun''
Let the warmth of the
sun -reflect in_your
heart - help us fight

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
by attending the benefit
Performance : Thurs., Dec: 9th
(all proceeds to M .S.)
8 :00 P.M. - V.E. 118
,
Other Performance Dates : Dec . 10 & 11 ·at 8 P.M .-V.E. 118
Tickets: $2 .00, $1 .00 (with I.D.)
on SALE NOW in TPA
Telephone : 527-2337

if I hung myself I wouldn't have
to. And if I donated my body to
our Science Dept., they might
e ve n pass me for b"101ogy an d I
could graduate and receive my
dipolma posthumously.
Fred: (aher the mother and
father trade knowing glances)
Well, son, this is one decision
you're going to have to make for
yourself. Heaven knows, your
mother and I have tried to bring
you up right and teach you to
think for yourself. Only you can
decide what's best. You know of
course how we feel about it, we
- - (as he spies Linda peering
through the doorway) Linda, go
back to the bathroom and wash
your hands.
Linda: But I just did.
Fred: Well , they' re still dirty.
Linda: Gee whiz, everytime
something good happens I have
to go wash my hands. (She
leaves.)
Gary: I guess you're right Dad.
(Gary walks out the back door.)
MarJha: You really know how
to handle those kids, honey. I
love you . (She puts her arms
around Fred and gives him a big
kiss. Martha starts to clear the
table, then stops.) Honey,
where's the new clothesline, it
was here a minute ago?
Fred: I don 't know, dear. (A
few seconds lapse, then Martha
and Fred do doubletakes at each
other.)
Fred and Martha: Oh no, not
againl (They run to the kitchen
window which overlooks the
yard and stick their heads
through it, forgetting to open
the window. What they see is
Gary standing on a stool next to a
tree, With one end of the line tied
to a limb and the other fashioned
into a noose, which is placed
around his neck.)
Fred: (He brushes bits of
shattered glass from his
shoulders and slings his arm
around Marths. He smiles and
gives her a peck on the cheek.)
That's ,our Gary. (You hear t he
stool kick over, and a faint gargling sound.) Don't worry, dear, I 'II
go cut him down soon, but first
let him hang for a while. Maybe
he'll learn a lesson. (end theme
begins) THE END.

cutir otros posibilidades.
The Bilingual Voice has been
informed by sources in the Hispanic student body and its
organizations that with in the
past week, problems have arisen
between bilingual students and
certain departments on campus specifically
the . History
Department - concerning the
course U.S. History To 1877,
which is listed in the college
catalog with otheroptions under
the· Spanish Speaking Program.
" Students who apply for this
course do so thinking it will be
taught in Spanish in an acceptable, communicable tongue,
only to find it is taught by a professor whose Spanish is rated
very poor by the students. Many
find a drastic lack of communication in class," one Hispanic student states . . " Many
times material used in this course
pertains to nothing concerning
American history or Spanish
culture. An example of this
would be an assigned reading on
the Mayan civilization." Several
have met with Dr. Haselton,
Dean of Arts and Sciences, and
he had assured students that he .
would notify the various
academic departments involved
to discuss the possibilities of
better bilingual education in the
Spanish
Speaking
Program.
These students thank Dr.
Haselton for taking the time to
hear their grievances.
A meeting held Tuesday 30th
by Spanish student organizations
discussed other departments
and courses in question. As of
this week leaders of the Hispanic
student bodies will meet with the
chairmen of all academic
departments to communicate
possible difficulties concerning
Hispanic student, departments
and courses. 'The Spani~h
organizations and The Bili,wual
Voice hope that through mutual
cooperation, Hispanic student
enrollment will be increased,
making Kean truly an example
center of bilingual education.
• • •
In these hearings, another
topic discussed was student
grievances toward policies of
financial aid, scholarships and
grants. Many Hispanic students
feel they are receiving the "shit
end of the stick" when applying
for minority programs. Some
reasons alledgedly given for this
discrimination included " consideration of parental financial
status. " One must remember
that in Spanish culture, the
offspring are brought up to fend
for themselves once they reach
college age. These are hardworking full-time students who are
also hard working full-time
workers. But they find that they
are (if you will excuse a bit of
redundancy) full-time students
without full-time privileges.

•••

A meeting held December 2nd
was attended by Gus Garcia, Pat
Ippolito, and
others, that
_.c oncerned application forms for
school and housing. Garcia,
representing the Hispanic
student population, stated that
these forms were "inefficient
because some Spanish students
h·ave complained . . .that they are
not Cuban or Puerto Rican and
do not know what box to check."
(Under " Hispanic," only Cuban
and Puerto Rican are listed.) Garcia suggested that students
should be able to fill out
nationality, race , and ap- ,
propriate information concerning U.S. citizenship. Ippolito
stated in short that these information standards were set by
the federal government. Future
studies will be made into the
possibility of presenting these
forms in a more acceptable
manner.
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Choo-choo coo-coos (HO variety) are urged to see the model R.R.
exhibition this Saturday and Sunday. You can see scale models (such
as those above and lower left) of actual trains, but unlike the big ones,
these never run late.
_
Shows are 9-5 on Saturday, 11-5 on Sunday, once every hour. It
costs $2.50 for the first three shows each day, and $1.50 for the
remaining shows. Get on the tracl< and head for Downs Hall. ·
Photo b y Steve Sc heiner

Cy Behrens (I) and Lee Johnson (r) make adjustments on one of-the many trains on display.

In a Jam

,. ' '

Photo b y Mag_da Ga/is-Menendez

Monday after Monday, Jazz Night grooves on.

This precision bassist is playing - what elsel - a Precision Bass.
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Photo by Jeff Cohen

H. Bruce Franklin, science fiction authority, discusses "The Doomsday Imagination."
Ping-pong fans will be happy to know that the finals of the National Student Association
Table Tennis Tournament will be held today during Free Hour in the gym. Paddlers
from all around the campus will be competing against one another for the title of "No. 1
Ping-Ponger ."
Ph oto by Jeff Cohen

Prof. Franklin is a member of the Rutgers-Newark faculty, and
teaches science fiction courses.

Poets' Corner
Poetry readers abounded in Downs Hall this past Tuesday. "The
Grubstreet Writer" held a poetry-reading get-together, which afforded Kean verse writers and readers to show their stuff. (Let's see,
"There once was a hermit named Dave" •••,

Photo by Mike Ditri

The players above and below are playing the semi-final rounds • .

. Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

Dan Lamberti uses non-verbal communications while he reads his
poems.
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''The Club'' Not
Wielded With

·ooomsday Avoided At Lecture
by Chris Jarocha
the .credibility of a work of non- factors aren't changed. For from
. An interesting, though one- fiction, _ Paul Ehrlich's The being the harbingers of doom
sided lecture was given last Population Bomb. Although h is Dr. Franklin made them out to
Thursday by Rutgers professor H. dissection and annihilation of be, the doomsday stories are a
Bruce Franklin . Bringing his con- the work was both complete and form of perventive medicine for
tr~versial viewpoint to both Hut- interesting, it was out of place.
a society that knows it is not well.
ch_mson _1~ and the field of
Many of his criticisms of
Although wrapped in a dream
science f1ct1on , he spoke on the science fiction were valid . It is . of an ideal form of socialism, Dr.
doomsday theme in a lecture true that during the " Golden Franklin 's lecture was both
~itled " Is the ~::>rid Really Com- Age" between the World Wars interesting and entertaining. He
mg to an End?
. people looked on science as the closed with the assurance that
According to Dr. Franklin, it is great cure-all. However, the "doomsday" is purely a matter of
not, or at least _not as soon as the attempts made by modern choice, and that "we are capable
books he mentioned would have authors to dispell this illusion of freedom" instead . Judging
us believe. Citing examples from
as far back as 1662 up to presentday trends, he stated that the
dooms.day theme is one peculiar
to Western capitalism. The
" Doomsday Imagination" supposedly went completely wild in
the years following World War
Two, as a reaction to the rapid
deterioration of the British Empire. " It is not the world that is
coming to an end, it is merely the
empires of that world," he said.
Disappointingly, nearly half of
the lecture was concerned, not
with this theme, but with a
refutation of the socioeconomic projections that
Photo by Jeff Cohe n
provide the material for the
theme. My natural distrust of Bruce Franklin describes the imagined horrors of the capitalists
people who speak in Statistics "Doomsday."
was borne out when Dr. Franklin were totally ignored. Equally from the narrow view taken at
demonstrated that there is ac- ignored, and sadly so, was the this lecture, I wonder if I should
tually "too much food" in India. idea that "doomsday" stories prefer this form of freedom to
Why starvation continues there serve not as manifestations of the chance of a rebirth of a better
fears of the System's collapse, world following one of our selfhe did not explain.
but as corrective tales, examples flattering "doomsdays"?
Again, in a topic tangential at
best to his IP.ct11re, he attacked of what might go wrong if certain

a Heavy Hand
by Anthony Cerqueira
A new production recently
opened in the Downtown Circle
In The Square Theatre entitled
The Club. The Club is a " musical
diversion" written by Eve Merriam, author of The Inner City

Turn of the Century American
society. "The Club," which
could even be labeled an operetta, is full of popular tunes about
women which were actually
written in the period of 18941905.
Mother Goose.
This production could run for
The sole setting of The Club is years on the brilliance of the
an Edwardian gentleman's social male characterizations alone.
club at the turn of the century. The viewer is fully conscious that
The main action centers on four this play has a cast of women acmembers of the club who pass ting the roles of men. When the
the evening drinking, smoking, curtain rises, chaos hits the
and crooning songs about their audience. These are men! Wait a
wives and . women. The gen- minute, they' re singing in soptlemen, Algy, Bobby, Freddie, rano voices. Not once is the
and Bertie seem to console audience allowed to see a
themselves
in
complaining woman on that stage. Every
about their ladies and the stock movement is that of a man. This is
market. The storyline of The not a lesbian drag show nor a
Club seems quite cut and dry
comic impersonation. Each of
but, ah yes, there is one catch. the four gentlemen has ad istinct
The roles of all the men, in- personality, also. A person could
cluding the pianist, waiter, and relate one of these characters to
page boy, are played by women . someone you have met. It is
With the majority of feminist something like watching one of
novels , poems , and plays those English films of the Thirties
screaming " I Am Woman" ad dealing with men of upper class
n~useum, Eve Merriam has society. There 's even an
written on the subject of women · equivalent of a Cary Grant type
from the viewpoint of men. played brilliantly by Gloria
Through the conversation of the Hodes as Bertie.
" gentlemen", the audience gets
Never have I seen a woman
dn idea ot the va1ue ot women tn impersonate a man so fully . Each
actress had every aspect of the
male character down pat. The
choreography was done by
Tommy Tune and it was equally
amazing. 'Never once does
Ford had the opportunity to anyone fall out of character. The
try to sound intellectual in the concentration is intense. Joanne
televised debates . This is where Beretta as Algy is incredible. The
both candidates said a lot of character of Algy is a small, fleshy
nothing in a very fancy way. For man who was a former governor
example, President Ford of New York. The man is the kind
referred to the need to maintain of person who slaps you on the
our "miHtary capability" by hav- back and sticks a cigar in your _
ing "adequate strategic forces, mouth. This woman was
adequate conventional forces" . unbelievable.
The Club weakens that
Both candidates had many
"thrusts", and Carter imaginary boundary of gender
commented " in retrospect, from and shows the comedy of man
hindsight" both discussing very and his problems. You find
important issues of "inflationary yourself laughing at the
pressures: and "tax incenHves" characters and, in turn, yourself.
and "income policies" with As for the feminist viewpoint,
" unused capacities" of "target Merriam has more to say than a
spending programs" and "in- hundred Ann Sextons and a few
come transfers" relevant to the , Plaths. Go see The Club for a
"very divided condition '.' of the good gender screw.
"private sector".
It was noted that the candidates suffered "ordeal by
camera"
when
the (Continued from page 6)
"technological breakdown" of Alexis Lichine states that it comes
television cameras left them in "a from the Angelo Saxon wes hal,
state of medial limbo" for forty " be in good health" ar.d who am
minutes during the first debate. I to argue with Al.
All in all it was a fun campaign
I have enjoyed this for many
to watch from the standpoint of years and was horrored when I
language usage. However, I do found I had misplaced the recipe
not wonder anymore why the this year. I found a few recipes in
,najority of American people do books but they never sounded as
not _listen to our political interesting as the one I had. A
call to a friend, who gave it to me
speakers.
in the first ' place solved the
problem. In honor of our
_friendship I give you Chuck
modern day rendition by Ms.
· Leonard 's Wassail.
Ronstadt, while " Crazy," by
You need: 6 eggs, 2 bottles of
Willie Nelson, is treated to Lin- sherry, 1 lb. sugar, 1 tsp. nutmeg,
da's own country and western 1½ tsp. ginger, 4 whole cloves, ½
touch, which is much better than tsp. mace, 3 whole allspice,½ tsp.
some of the native C & W cinnamo{l, 4 baked apples.
regulars.
1. Mix all dry ingredients with
Probably the most impressive cap water
cut on the entire album is one
2. Put in large pot with sherry
co-authored1 by Ms. Ronstadt and simmer over a slow fire until
and her father, "Lo Siento Mi nice and warm
Vida," performed half in Spanish
3. Beat egg yolks and whites
and half in English. It is basically separately and gradually add stirsentimental without getting ring constantly
drippy, and is accompanied by
4. Simmer for S minutes
the backgro4nsl,_harmonies of
s. Add apples
Kenny Edwards and Andrew
6.' L,ke with brandy.
Gold.
Make sure you add the eggs
Defin itely add Hasten Down slowly and continually stir or
the Wind to your record collecyou'll wind up with scrambled
tion if you're an ardent Ronstadt eggs. Bad show. Serve warm ,
fan , and if you aren 't, it certai nly keep warm, and everyone will
won 't hurt to give it a try. It's soon glow with the holiday spirit.
worth the money!
Here's mud in your eye.

''In Retrospect From Hindsight"
indirection" was not fitting the
" mpod:of the electorate" so he
would return to his original
"speaking style" and "thematic
by Linda Beisser
thrust"
by using "grass roots,
The 1976 election campaign
abounded with euphenism, street corner rhetoric blending
its pastorial and populistic
euphuism, ambiguity, verbal themes".
hypnotism,
hyperboles,

A b.ackward glance at the 1976
presidenml campaign from an
English Major's viewpoint.

emotionally , toned but empty
statements, and unerasable verbal blunders.
One characteristic of the
spoken language is that you can 't
erase what you've said once you
have said it. Although Jimmy
Carter would have appreciated
the chance to retract his adultery
comments in Playboy, and
Gerald Ford would have loved to
be able to erase his " Poland is a
free nation " comment, the most
regrettable verbal mistake was
the Butz Blunder. Secretary · of
Agriculture Earl Butz's "verbal
transgressions" cost him his job;
although exactly what it was he
said remains a mystery to most
people. The New York Times
vaguely stated the comment
referred " to blacks as colored
who wanted only three things in
life. The things were listed by Mr.
Butz, in order, in obscene,
derogatory and · scatological
terms". The Courier News explained the "smutty racial slur. .
.described in a derogatory
manner what he characterized as
their sexual, dress and bathroom
predications". The New York
News was more explicit but got
around it by saying politely that
Butz " in obscene terms" said
that "coloreds only wanted three
things-satisfying sexual intercourse, loose shoes and a warm
toilet-in that order".' Even Mr.
Butz agreed his comment was a
"gross indiscretion" and "the
use of a bad racial commentary."
Politicians use language in a
contrived mann~r to create an
image. Towards the end of
September, Jimmy Carter was
losing popularity. His aides
decided " the trouble with the
campaign these days is that
Jimmy Carter is not being Jimmy
Carter, an anomaly spawned,
they said by several strategic errors". (James Wooten, New York
Times). The intellectual stance of
"transmitting messages by subtle

resorted to verbal hypnotism,
euphuism , and comments
carefully contrived to have
different connotations for
different partisan groups.

Ford's campaign manager,
Stuart Spencer, was aware that
Ford was an "inadequate camJimmy decided to get down paigner" so his idea was "the
home by interspersing in his most intelligent use of the man's
speeches comments like "We abilities and a maximum restraint
have been hit hammerblows by · on his liabilities". This would be
the Nixon-Ford administra- done by taping "pseudo-docution". He began to describe mentaries" designed to portray
bureaucracy in such poetic . the president as " Father Figure
metaphors as a " bloated mess" Who Inspires Quiet Conof government and he described fidence". In one film the narPresident Ford as "stuck in the rator was Joe Garragiola, sports
mud, four flat tires, out of gas, announcer, who reported that
42,000 people had turned out to
gears locked in reverse".
Apparently believing it would hear President Ford speak at
help the common people iden- Fountain Valley, the local police
tify with him, he used flawed estimated the crowd at 32,000
grammar . "Sometimes our and reporters thought it looked
Government is not fair. But more like 15,000.
someone who have been in
" Production values" (R. W.
Washington twenty-five or thirty Apple Jr., New York Times) inyears, they getto be a close inter- cluded martial music over Mr.
relationship. You scratch my Ford's arrival in Los Angeles, lyric
back, I'll scratch your back," he melodies over his visit to the San
said.
Gabriel Mission, Steven Ford in a
President Ford, already having white stetson talking to a rancher
a football player image, had to and a woman in a crowd
do the opposite. He needed to commenting "I wanted to see
appear more intellectual, so he Betty, doggone it".

Ronstadt Strikes Gold by Sandy Adzin
Linda Ronstadt, rock/pop and
country superstar, has again hit
the jackpot with .her latest
album, Hasten Down the Wind,
her third million seller in a row
produced by Peter Asher.
It is quite easy to explain Linda
Ronstadt's surging popularity.
She is a singer who gives her all in
every performance, whether live
or on records. Each song is done
with great passion and involvement, and one can 't help
but feel that sometimes Ronstadt
ls lamenting about her own experiences.
On Hasten Down the Wind,
Linda's voice is as strong as ever
and she has even branched out
to composing two of the
numbers herself, which she does
surprisingly well. It is very hard to
find any fault with this album. It

offers an excellent blend of rock,
country, and those very effective
ballads Ronstadt is so good at.
"That' ll be the Day," the old
Buddy Holly classic, is given a

Gourmand

Again!
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Model RR's Harrd Worrk
b y Robert Kern
"Well, t here's 'O ' gauge and
then 'HO ' the smallest is 'N '

gauge. "
" M is ter?"
" Yes, kid.,,
" Aren 't you a little old to be
playing with trains?"

Last Saturday and Sunday at
Kean all ages became irrelevant
and size no longer mattered. The
Sixth Annual Model Railroad Exhibit attracted a large' crowd of
all shapes and sizes.
The exhibit was more of small
shopping mall than a sampling of
different layouts.
"We decided," said Bob Volk,
chairman of the show, "That
instead of just showing a finished.
product we would ~ow the·
public how to get there. Many
people whd see a layout would
like to start there own but don 't
know how to start. This convention will give them a chance to
meet dealers."
Dealers was right. As in the
Persian marketplace Downs Hall
was filled with people hawking
their wares . Mostly locai shops
were representing their prices
and railing paraphenalia.

tiny m ill is actually r unn ing. Isn 't
tha t just too cu te. ,, .
He holds back frpm saying tha t
cute had nothing to do ,with it.

Most of the exhibitors will admit that they started. when they
purchased a small layout for their
children. They started helping
the youngsters and gradually
became more and more involved.
John Morris is an architect in
real life but claims that has nothing to do with his interest in
building
scenery .
He
demonstrated for passer-bys
how he makes hills and gullies

and spreads grass a nd pebbles.
The man had been o n his feet .
for almost twenty-four hours, it
had taken almost five ho urs to set
up (he displa y.
" This," said the uninitiated
lady, " must be a very restful hobby."
The tired bloodshot eyes lit up
slightly with secret amusement.

The convention merely scratched the surface. Those who
wish to see a working layout may
attend open house December11
or 12, noon to six p.m. at the
Model Railroad Club Inc. Jefferson Ave., Union.
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Holiday M ·usicale to be
Final WOMAN TALK
" A merry heart maketh a cheerful countenance - A merry heart
doeth good like a drink of good
wine - Our best of wishes for
your merry long lives, And your

Wizard
(Continued from page 6)

criminate against minorities?
D: Definitely. As a matter of
fact, as long as criminals are outnumbered by other citizens, it
will continue to do so.
W: If the death penalty is not
· unconstitutional per se, why is
there so much fuss about executing Gilmore?
D: He wants to die . That's the
key. Suicide is illegal. If we kill
him, we are helping to commit a
crime . Of course , the
government can 't or wouldn 't
do that.
W: Of course. So what
happens now?
D: We have to convince
Gilmore that life is worth living.
Only then can we execute him.
That's how the " last meal" got
After seeing numerous exhibits, some people's attention had begun
" How much would it cost for a to wander, but little Robert Hekler, age five of Green Brook, found started. Feed them their favorite
food to remind them what they'll
set like this?"
that the trains held him spellbound.
miss. Then kill them.
How do you answer?
W: Somehow that doesn't
Materials? Man Hours? Love and He can create nature out of
" See the beginning of a Model
care?
wood, paper-mache and paint.
railroad· empire" said the cir- seem right. Isn't it cruel to tease a
" About twenty dollars, " came
"I don 't know. I tried some cular. It's not often we get to see person that way, and then kill
him?
the answer finally .
scenery on my home layout and I the beginning of an empire.
D: That's life.
brought a book about four or
Railophiles from at least four five years ago now. Somebody
states all came eager to show off said can you do something, a
their work. Some had been up scenery demonstration, at the
since midnight driving to arrive show. Because we don't want the
by Joe Triola
on time to set upl
show to be just commercial I said
in the emotional state of
(View I)
A subway car in obsolete 'G' yes and a lot of people showed
Please allow me to clear the air abyssinia. You know, like where
gauge scooted back- and forth interest and I just started before delving into what Radio the Shangri-Las "Leader of the
along about ten tables. 'G' gauge specializing." Another group Ethopia is all about. To give you a Pack" was at when he cracked
is larger than conventional 'O' started asking questions and vague idea of the contents, I feel
up. Patti sings in tongues of love
and the cars and track all had to Morris, who had been on his feet I should proceed to plot it out for people that are such as the
be built from scratch. Every for almost . eight hours, started
through "The Characterization former, and also for those of the
detail had to be hand painted.
giving the same answers toqueslikes of Edie Sedgewick, Jim
of Thought" which this album
One man stood proudly by his tions he had heard at least a h1,mmay transend to some undeser- Morrison, Arthur Rimbaud, and
work; a hand made circus dred times that day.
Constantin Brancusi, all of whom
ving soul. The album (like as)
replete with wagons, animals
At every table the casual
"Alice Cooper Goes to Hell" or she dedicated songs to on the
and cars. He happily explained strollers had a chance to buy bits " Platinum Machine Music"
album.
how he made each piece, the of train memorabilia; metal train (Defecated in low homage of
If this sounds a little far-fetresearch he had done to make stop signs, old timetables, high regard for Lou Reed) . ched, or more like mucho
everything just right.
photos, slides, engineer caps, Character thoughts Raphael , as grande bullshit , that ' s
buttons, patches. It seemed like a " The Anxious Reckless Pas- understandable. Cause - Patti 's
" What size are these trains?"
trekkie convention for train sionate Artist," Satan as, " First mind shoots thought like a laser,
" They' re 'N ' gauge.,,
" Nice scenery and look that buffs.
Absolute-Artist true Nigger," and with awareness (clear light)
that will either fling you into
natural
resourcefulness
" Paradise Lost," Guitar Work - disintigration, or make you "see
Billy Graham making " Animal things just a little bit too clearly."
Howl " (cause Patti say "That say Which may, and justifyably so,
it all " ) Un_d er Patti 's " Satanic gets a trifle shakey at times .
I realize that it may be hard to
Pressure," mass response to
Patti's far-flung ,
album - " But can you get her off encounter
campus?" Vocal - J!!hova 's eccentric thought patterns.
Witness Charismatic Guitar lic ks. Though it~s very disturbing to
" The Arch Angel of Radio and me, that people continµ osly misher Guitar Warfare," " Patti take this for, " Oh that's just Patti
Smith's new album is " Terrible+ Smit h trying to relate to he r poe t
3x = quit", " Dead Air" (The and music li mitation s." To be
premature climax). These begin blunt they feel she' s a rip-off.
a few of the many thoughts rac- However, I believe, for the most
ing in my head fortitle of review. part, that Patti is very much
These came to mind after one together in the sense she has all
TAKING THE CONTROLS ... as Arthur Eppinger of South River helps listening of the album .
these creative eccentricities
out, his son Richard, age four, takes over the controls of a model Patti Smith and the Trial of the
channeled into a desired direcrailroad display in the Alumni Lounge.
tion/dimention. Yet, it is up to
Heavenly Blue Whores
the individual's mind, as far as
(View 11)
To start off, I looked at the the varying degrees of solidarity
cover photo of Radio Ethiopia. in which he · brings Patti's
of faith . No great human The picture is Patti looking like thoughts back to his own head(Continued from page 6)
endeavor can ever go on without she walked out of a sketch via quarters. That's why I believe this
The Holy Family shows us the solidness and quiet deter- Barney and Betty Hill (Two album is spiritual, in a chilling
these qualities in the love of the mination of faith. In the blackest people abducted onto a flying sort of way. Like a Hitchcock
mother, which is both tender hour it still picks up a ray of light saucer) of a wonderously mystery . "I look up. Somewhere
and protective. A love that is and holds fast - and goes on, nymph-like alien. Mostly likely in that magnificent opera called
freely given. We see hope in the guided by love, pulled on by what The Man Who Fell to Ear- the sky is a key ... a clue . . .a hair
helplessness of the child. A child hope - it goes on.
th's mate would really look like. or thumbprint 'that will evenalways speaks to us of hope, of
These three qualities are most Then, after listening upon listen- tually ... "
On Radio Ethiopia, God is on
the possibilities of tomorrow. intensely human and also they ing I decided that Radio Ethiopia
The hope that· is God-like in its are the most godly factors of life. can grow on you. Where? trial with art - the scene
humanity is the hope that the The things that attract us to the' Probably on your left fist, as your · abyssinia. Patti continually taunts
future will redress the wrongs of lives of others contain them, shield for combat, in allience God, like a ressurrected • the hour. That kind of hope whatever terms we use for them. with the guitar in your right as rison, with piercing lines like, "I
always seems helpless at the They attract us more than the your spearhead of freedom . Like knelt down beside you and felt
moment, as it faces the injustices outward trappings of "success' Patti says," The Artist is a Stigma so fucked up," then " Turned
that rule the day. But like the because they communicate to to God ... The true Nigger - made around God make a move, turn,
turn, I don't get nervous, I just
helpless child, the potential of our own deeper human instincts. for the Plague."
ha,e is also present and we look
Permittez-moi to explain, I move in another dimension ."
They survive the ages, and will
to the day of its relaization.
continue to do so, as long as man have the rather inate feeling that Patti is continuously treading in
Finally we have the stalwartness wjll exist.
Patti wrote and sang this album soft ground during the course of

true prosperities!"

· The Campus Center for
Women invites all campus
students and personnel to share
in " Musicale! and Merriment,"
the semester's final presenJation
of WOMAN TALK, on Wednesday, December 15 at noon at
Downs Hall.
The program has been
designed as a special festive
"treat" for the holiday season.
·Mrs.Lynda I Coffield, pianist, and
Miss Sonia Menendez, vocal
soloist, will appear as guest performers. Both are students in
music. Mrs. Coffield holds a
bachelor of music degree with
high honors from the University
of Arkansas. She has given
numerous solo performances in
the States and in Europe and is
currently a scholarship student at
the Julliard School of Music
where she studies with Professor
Irwin Freundlich as she completes a Master of Music degree.
Miss Menendez specialized in
voice at KCNJ where she studied ~
with Professor Annajean Brown.
A 1976 graduate of Kean, she has
returned to pursue further study
with Dr. Brown. She- has participated in Opera Workshop
and does solo performances
throughout New Jersey. Miss
Dozia Sygida, also a Kean student
will act as her accompanist.
Plan to join in the merriment,
and the music, on December 15.

Satan, Whores, and Patti Smith

Another View

the trial, she could get swallowed
up into the earth at any time.
That's why the album may be
hard to digest, it doesn't exactly
slide like silk down your throat.
for the most part, the music
tends to cram its way down the
juggular of your ·throat, that's if
you prove to be a difficult
listener. They really want to get
the message across. Various con,notations to this are present on
the album.
Another for instance would be
Patti's brandishly difiant use of
"tongue" on the album . She
cites a passage from the Bible,
from which I will furnish an excerpt, " The Lord said behold, the
people is one, and they have all
one language ... that they might
not communicate." So here Patti
seems to retaliate this (in her
.belief) unfair action with her
own " tongue", which is called
" Radio Ethiopia. " You could call
it a sort of anagrammatical
t heory, but only if you've got an
impuls ion to ruin art.
An example of Patti 's tongue
could be the word Abyssinia ,
which has many closely related
words. Abscissa , which is a
dimensional system, also means
(like abscission) to be cut off
from . Patti seems to relate horizontally, on her own level or
plane, and not on the christians
vertical idea of salvation.
In closing, I realize that this
album will be offensive to many,
especially to individuals who
have a strongly founded paith in
christianity, or any religion for
that matter. But that's life, right?
You can stop listening and walk
away, are you can stand fast and
disagree firmly with heart and
soul. To others Radio Ethiopia
will be a volitent muse, a pondering of cataclysmic awareness,
and still yet to numerous others
trivial filth and b_a d music. But I
must say if there's one thing, I admire Patti for, its that she lives life
for the sake of art . How she does
this communicate will in the
following line, "(for artl_ I let
myself go as far as poslble ..
.While still in contact with the
thread of return. "

-
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Student Teaching
Application Meeting

Dr. A. Rubenstein
speaks on
11

A Raisin
In The Sun"

"Rape
Prevention''
Dec. 14
1 :40 p.m.
Front Lounge
College Ctr Bldg
Presented by

~et the warmth of the sun reflect in your heart - help us
fight

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
by attending the performance on
Thurs. Nite. Dec. 9th
all proceeds will go to M.D.
Tickets: $2 .00 - $1.00 (with ID)
Other performance dates : Dec. 10, 11 at 8 P.M . in VE 118
TICKETS ON SALE NOW IN TPA

"Only On
Tuesday
Programs
Ad.m ission :
FREEII

Come
CELEBRATE I
Tues., Dec. 14
Free Hour
1:40 P.M .
Communal Rite
of
Penance
J - 132
sponsored by
Catholic Campus Ministry

The Industrial Studies
Department

of

Kean

College of New Jersey will
sponsor an Open House
program
December

on

Thursday,

9th,

at

the

Union, New Jersey cam pus. Students and parents

LEARN TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER TAX COUNSELOR
IN 10 EASY LESSONS

throughout the state are
invited to visit between the
hours of 9 and 1 during the
day and from 6 to 9 in the
evening.
Faculty
members

and
from

staff
the

In-

dustrial
Studies
Department will be on
hand to acquaint visitors

with the

programs and

facilities available at Kean .

Student volunteers are necessary to serve as tax counselors
to older adults. Free tax counseling will be offered on campus
as a community service for senior citizens and spanish-speaking people . As a volunteer, you will be trained by the IRS in a
limited number· of classes to be held on campus during mid to
late January. Then you will work as a counselor, by appointment only, during early to mid-February. Anyone
interested should call or contact the Office of Community Ser- •

vices, second floor Admin. Bldg.,
527-2213.
...

General tours of the campus will also be offered.
For further information
call 527-2063.

classifieds
STOPI that Christmas ■ hopping.
High quality headphones and CB
below whole■ale . For the li■tener
who know■ what he wants we
recommend the Electrostatic Principle Stereophone only $25.95 .
Hear the sub■tance and delicate
tones of each instrument, alone or in
combination with others. Other
headphones priced from $3 .45 to
$29.99. Free 30 day trial period.
These are Numark brand com•
ponents . High quality for a
reasonable price . Call Bob 2896032 to place your order.

G uitar Lessons: All styles, all
levels. Reasonable rates. exc ellent, patient instruction,
5 27-2742, Bldg . #4, 605 .

KCTV
R EORGAN IZATION
M EETING
All interested people we lcome
Thurs. Dec. 9
2 :00 P.M .
KCTV Offices
2nd Floor
-Dougall Hall
PLEASE ATTEND
AND GET INVOLVED

FOR SALE
35 mm camera, Miranda-G
S.L.R., duel mount. Detachable
eye viewer, self-timer, and
many more extras. Must sell,
call Ken after 10:30 p.m .• 3634249.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS'
CLUB NEWS
The members are having a toy drive. in December. for
the St. John, Newark, orphanage. If you have any old
toys and wish to donate them. you may do so. in the majors' club office, D113, by Wednesday, December 15th.
Wednesday, December 15th - CHRISTMAS PARTY for the majors. ·refreshments ' and a cold buffet will be
served. The party will start ~t 5 :00 p.m .• in the Dance
Studio. D-107 .' Your membership card is your admission
ticket. please bring it. Hope to see all the members there.

Special gala coffeehouse rescheduled 9 p. m ., Sloane
Lounge, Wednesday, December 15 . Plenty of coffee.
pastry, Bugs Bunny films and our usual bi ll of f ine entertainment.

The Annual Student Teaching Application Meeting has
been scheduled for December
14 at 1 :30 p .m . in the Theater
for the Performing Arts for
present JUNIORS, both full
·time and parttime, who are majoring in Early Childhood, Elementary Education, Fine Arts
Education, Industrial Studies
Education, Library Science,
Mental Retardation, Music
Education; Physical Education,
Speech Correction and Hard of
Hearing Education .
· Those JUNIORS who are taking the Secondary Collateral
Program with majors in English, Math , Science, Social
Studies, Spanish and French,
are also required to attend this
meeting.
Distribution of applications
for Student Teaching in the fall
of 1977 or spring of 1978 w ill
be followed by an orientation
session. Students with a
degree, who are working
toward certification in any of
the areas above, are also invited to this meeting if they
intend to student teach in the
1977-78 academic year.

Attention
Sophomores
A meeting will be held for
SOPHOMORES who intend to
major in Elementary Education.
Early Childhood Education, Fine
Arts Education, Physical
Education, Reading Education
and Library Science - and for
those who plan to take the
Secondary Collateral Program
with a major in English, Math,
Science, Social Studies, Spanish
or French.
The purpose of the December
14, 1976 meeting at 2:46 p.m.
in the Theater for the Performing
Arts will be to distribute applications and orient students to
the Field Experience which will
be required during the Junior
year - fall 1977 or spring 1978.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MAJORS'
CLUB NEWS
The members purpose to
have a toy drive, in
December. for an orphanage. If you have any old
toys and wish to donate
them you may do so. in the
majors' club office. D113,
by Wednesday, December
15th.
Wednesday.
December
15th-CHRISTMAS
PARTY for the majors.
'refreshments ' and a cold
buffet will be served. The
party starts at 5 :00 p.m . in
D127 . Hope to see all the
members there .

LIST O F RADIO STATIONS HAND LI NG
COLLEGE CLOSING ANNOUN C EMENTS
In the event of snow or othe r emergency which would require the cl osing of the College, a nnouncements will be made
over the following radio stat ions:
NJ / NY Metropolitan Area - Mo.nmouth / Ocean County
WOR-AM 710
WJLK-AM 1310
Morris County
North- East Jersey Area
WMTR-AM 1 250
WVNJ- NJ 6 2
WDH A-FM 10 5.5 (Dover)
FM 100
Somerset County
North-East Jersey Area
WERA-AM 1 590
WPAT-Af 93
FM 93 .1
Union County
, Middlesex County
WJDM -AM 1 530
WCTC-AM 1 450
FM 98 .3

December 9, 1976
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NO ONE UNO(ll 11 AO MUHO

Starring

· Raven De La Croi•
•• Margo Winchester
with

Adolph, Homer, Sweet li'I Alice,
and the Headsperson . . .
Paul, Pocahontas, and the Greek Chorus .. .
the Ethiopian Chef, Rafe, and the Chesty Young Thing . . .
Limehouse, Leonard Box, Gwendolyn, Eva Braun, Jr.. . .
,,.,..
'
and Harry the Nimrod!!!
, . . . . . rm films 1nternat1onal inc ■ produced & directed by RUSS MEYER

NEW YORK & NEW JERSEY HAVE OPENED~

· MANHATTAN ·
EMBASSY 46ST.

COLUMBIA II

O N tiROAOWAY

64 ST. AT 2 AVE .
(212) 832·1670

VALLEY STREAM
(516) 825-2 242

(212) 757•2408

NEW JERSEY

1'

.. NASSAU -

a.s...oss·
BELAIR 1&2

GUILD'S

WOOD 'S

CINEMA JS

JERSEY

Rt.4 PARAMUS
(201) 845-5070

MOARISTOWN

(201) 539 -1414

UA PEQUA
(516) 799 -6464

"'
~
~

~~...._i.:-_~~~111._.u_~~-IO,I-~

f

~-~iiir~:;:::~;;:::::=-~

UA PLAINFIELD
EDISON CINEMA
EDISON
(201) 548-3100

t

-·~-

MASSAPEQUA

Thursday, December 9, 1976
6:00- 9:00 p.m.
7:30-11 :00 p .m.
7:30-10 :30 p.m.
7:30-10:00 p.m.
6:45 p.m .-End

Hotline Training
Choir Practice
Prayer Meeting
CIAO (The Italian Club)
Theatre Trip: ,,.The Three Penny Opera"

Mtg Rm B
DR II, Ill
Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm A
TPA Mall

Friday, December 10, 1976
7:00- 2:00 a.m.
8:00-11:00 p.m .
9:00- 2:00 a.m.

Spanish Social & Culture Club
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Kappa Alpha

Browsing Rm
Front Lge
TV Lge

International Students Assoc.
Third World Dance

Browsing Rm
Cafeteria

Sunday, December 12, 1976
9:30-12 noon
12:00- 2:00 p.m .
2:30- 5:30 p.m .
6:00- 8:30 p.m.
7:00- 1 :00 a.m .
7:30 p.m .-End

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Alpha Theta Pi
Groove Phi Groove Meeting
Mass
Groove Phi Groove Social
CCB Movie : " The Wind and the Lion"

Dougall Hall
Mtg Rm B
Mtg Rm 8
Alumni Lge
rv Lge
l PA

Monday, December 13, 1976
6:45 p.m.-End
6:00 p.m .-End
7:30-11 :00 p.m.

Bus Trip : Meadowlands
Eve ning Student Coun cil Coffee Hour
Omega Psi Phi Meeting

TPA Mall
)100
Mtg Rm 8

Lunchtime Theatre " Orion "
Townsend Lecture Meeting
" Only on Tuesday"
Th ird World Meeting
Jewish Organization
Spanish Cultural & Social Club
1.F.S.C. Meeting
I.V. Christian Fellowship
Ski Club
Campus Ministry
International Students Assoc.
Psychology Club
CIAO Club
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Beta Delta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma i:au
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Theta

Alumni Lge
CC143
Front Lge
Browsing Rm
W300
W200
W207
)101
)140
)132
)130
)103
W201B
)143
W200
)133
W100
)134
)133
)130
82128
W207
)101
8210
)307
Mtg Rm A

Lunchtime Theatre " ORION "

Alumni Lge

· Saturday, December 11, 1976
6:00-2:00 a.m .
9:00-2:00 a.m.

Tuesday, December 14, 1976
12:00- 2:00 p.m .
1 :40- 3:20 p.m.

,,

7:40-10:00 p.m.

,,

...........

8:00-11:00 p.m.
Wednesday, December 15, 1976
12:00-2 :00 p.m.
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Cagers Surprise Stockton State in Season~s Debut, 88-69
b y Jo hn Scannel/i
Sol id defense and good shooting wins basketball games. The
Squ ires o f Kean Co lle ge p rove d
that for nea rly two ga mes last
week.
That's right, nearly . Kean split
their two opening games of the
season, defea ting Stockton State
in the ir home opener Wed nesday, 88-69 while being edged out
Friday by a stro ng Jersey City
State club 60-56 on the Got hics
cou rt.
The Squires cam e out fi ring
aga inst Stockton as forward Nic k
Ya nkowicz and g ua rd Eloy
Ashforth scored 20 points each .
Coach Joe Palermo noted t hat
the Squires lostthe ir All-everythin g playe r Vin McDonald, who
was sitting down early, with four
personal fouls, but sti ll managed
to net 14 points.
"Ashforth and Yankewicz d id
real well for us," echoed Palermo, as did Chuck Ra ub ." The
Ospreys, who possesses a fine
ball club, were down as much as
18 points with eight minutes but
came back to within four points
(44-40) at the half.
" Stockton is going to win lot
of ballgames," noted Palermo, as
Tim Brennan, who scored 17 for
Stockton led the charge for the
shore team . But Brennan proved
to be too little when the Squires,
with Ashforth and Yankewicz,
controlling the game, jumped to

a

a quick eight point lead and the
Ospreys never got closer. " It
was a really good effort," said
Palermo, "I hope it continues
because Jersey City is a real
tough team."
It continued, for 35 minutes of

Kemp scoring six and Moore
e ight. The defense began faltering and t he offense could not
brea k a strong Got hic zone.
Jersey City fi na lly took the lea d
with fou r minutes re maining
when Kemp tied it at 50 and then

independenl
December 9, 1976

o nly six points in second half at ga ined first varsity victory ... SJersey City . . . Palermo looki ng quires come back home Fr ida y
fo r 300th victory soon .. .Jersey again st Glassboro and t heir
City's coach Pa ul Weinstein . supersta r Greg Ackles.

D 14

SPORTS

the game on Friday nig ht. The
o ther five mi nutes we re all Jersey
City. The Squ ires ke pt plu ggi ng
and firing.all night as the Got hics
could not ga in the lead . Kean,
w ith Yan kowi cz supp lyi n g
another good effort sco ring 18
points, led by as many as nine
poi nts t hroughout. But the
Goth ics managed to come close
eac h ti me, with t he Squire lead
always going back up.
The Squires · played toughdefensively, holding Brett Wyatt
of Jersey City to only 18 points.
Wyatt is the Gothics Mr.
Everything, as he. grabbed every
honor in the east as a freshman.
It was Wyatt who did the
Sq uires in ; it was also Andrew
Kemp and Eric Moore. Everything started with five minutes
remaining in the game with the
Squires up by nine . The Gothics
started a steady comeback with

conve rted two free throws fo r
the lead . The Squires then bega n
forc ing shots and t hrowing bad
passes. Fouls, especially late in
t he game beat them . With a
minute left, Moore d id h is act
when he weaved throug h the
Kean defense for an easy la y up
and 56-54 Gothic lea d.
The Squ ires t hough , began ·
playing one man basketbal l as
Vin McDonald d ribbled one too
many times as Daryl Hatf ield
stole the ball. He was fouled by
McDonald and converted on the
one and one. Kean's Bill Depts
came down and scored, cutting
the lead to two with 11 seconds.
But Ashforth fouled Mike
McNally as he made both free
throws to put the game away for
the Gothics.
Photo by Steve Cohen
COURT SHORTS - Kean 's
bench did a fine job, especially Squire forward Nick Yankowicz ignores a Stockton State defender as
Bill Depts... Yankowicz.scored the Squires won their season opener last Wednesday, 88-69.

All Star Foo tball Te am Displays
Glassboro, Montclair Domination
Glassboro State, th e 1976 Mario Benimeo of Mo.ntclair
champion and Montclair State, State, linebacker Pete Cappelluti
this year's runnerup, dominated of Glassboro State a, defensive
the New Jersey State College back Don Covin of Trenton
Athletic Conference all-star State.
football team selected by the
Joining the trio of Glassboro
conference coaches.
State repeaters on the offensive
Glassboro State and Montclair unit were John Canderan and
State each gained eight players Felton Jones who shared the
on the first team offensive and wide receiver position in the
defensive units. William Pater- voting.
son and Trenton State each had
Montclair State represenfour players picked while Kean tatives on the offensive unit were
and Jersey City State were guards Pat Connolly and Neil
represented by one player.
Torino, tight end Orlando
Six players were selected for a Alvarez and fullback Bob
second straight year and were Gardner.
evenly divided between the
Conference scoring champion
offensive and defensive units. In
this grou p on offense, were tac- Nate Woodward of Trenton State
kle Ed Lawrence, quarterback was picked at one halfback slot
Mike Cawley and kicker Dom while the Lions' Mike Hayes was
Antonini , all of ·Glassboro ·state. a pick at tackle .
William Paterson first team
Repeaters on the defensive
unit from last year were tackle selections on the offensive unit

were center State Chelstowski
and punter Joe La Badia.
Rounding out the offensive
unit was outstanding sophomore
Glenn Fava of Jersey City State.
Montclair State led the defensive unit with four selections including repeater Benimeo. The
Indians other picks were ~nd
Mike Fox , middle guard Ralph
Betcher and defensive back
Mike Christadore.
In addition to Cappelluti,
Glassboro State's other players
on the defensive unit were end
Ray Megill and defensive back
John Green .
·
Tackle rom Wolff and
linebacker Sam DeMaio were
William Paterson '/picks on the
first defensive unit. Al S_m ith of
Kean and repeater Covin of
Trenton State rounded out the
defensive team.

N JSCAC ELITE

Offensive Stalwarts

HT WT Age Class

Wide Rcvr
Wide Rcvr
Tackle
Guard .
Center
Guard
Tackle ·
Tight End
Qtback
Halfback
Halfback
Fullback
Kicker
Punter

John Canderan, Glassboro St.
Felton Jones, Glassboro St.
Ed Lawrence, Glassboro St.
Pat Connolly, Montclair St.
Steve Chelstowski, Wm . Paterson
Neil Torino, Montclair St.
Mike Hayes, Trenton St.
Orlando Alvarez, Montclair St.
Mike Cawley, Glassboro St.
Nate Woodward , Trenton St.
Glenn Fava, Jersey Cty St.
Bob Gardener, Montclair St.
Dom Antonini, Glassboro St.
Joe LaBadia , Wm . Paterson

5-9
6-3
6-4
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-1
5-8
5-10
6-0
5-11
5-11

165
185
235
220
225
225
245
185
195
165
195
212
185
180

20 Sr.
21 Sr.
22 Sr.
20 Sr.
20 Sr.
21 Sr.
20 Jr .
19 Soph.
22 Sr.
20 Soph.
20 Soph.
21 Sr. •
21 Sr.
21 Sr.

OFFENSE SECOND TEAM
•

Wide Rcvr
Tackle
Guard
Guard ·

Stewart Jago, Trenton St.
Tom Morton , Montclair St.
James Demming, Wm . Paterson
1im Pinto, Kean
Centef
Tom Petr ullo, Trenton St.
Guard
Glenn Ellerson , Jersey Cty St
Tackle
Frank Kreider, Glassboro St.
Tight End Jim Murduca , Jersey Cty St
Wide Rcvr Steve Vanicek, Kean
Qtback
Randy Schenauer, Montclair St
Halfback Joe Troise, Kean
Halfback Dennis Gunn , Montclair St
Fullback
Tim Braue, Kean
·
Fullback
joe Barrow, Jersey Cty St
Kicker
Tito Lajterman, Kean
Punter
Ray Megill, Glassboro St

5-7 i 55 21 Sr.
6-1 250 17 Fr.
5-10 180 22 Sr.
5-9 180 21 Sr.
6-3 220 21 Sr.
6-3 205 22 Soph.
6-2 -200 21 Jr.
6-2 tt95 21 Jr .
6-2 190 20 Soph.
6-2 200 20 Jr.
5-9 175 21 Jr.
6-0 170 22 Sr.
5-10 195 21 Soph.
6-0 190 20 Soph.
5-9 180 21 Sr.
6-2 210 20 Jr.

Skaters Jo lt N.J.1. T.;
Gain Second Place
The Kean College Hockey
Team (4-4) moved into second
place in t he Eastern Division of
the Metropolitan Collegiate
Hockey Conference with an exciting 5-3 victory over N.1.1.T .
Monday night.
Don Gamberdella paced the
Kean attack with two second
period goals as Kean fought back
from a two goal deficit in the first
period. Bob Boylan, John Montana , and John Lang also scored
for Kean , while Mike Griffin continued his hot scoring pace with
three assits in the winning effort.
Bob Brummer took over
goaltending duties in the second
period and stopped N.J.1.T. with
his super goaltending abilities'.
allowing only one goal in the
final 32 minutes of play.
Mitch Wernoch had two assists
and John Primavera , Tom
Mullen , and Bob Boylan each ·
contributed assists for the hot
Kean team. Three stars: Don

Masters o f D efense
HT WT Age Class

End
Mike Fox,· Montclair St.
Tackle
Mario Benimeo, Montclair St.
Mdl Guard Ralph Betcher, Montclair St.
Tackle
-Tom Wolff, Wm. Paterson
End
Ray Megill , Glassboro St.
Lin~backer Pete Cappelluti, Glassboro St.
Linebacker Sam DiMaio, Wm . Paterson
Def. Back Mike Christadore, Montclair St.
Def. Back Al Smith, Kean
Def. Back Don Covin , Trenton St.
Def. Back John Green , Glassboro St.

6-0 210 21 Jr.
6-3 240 19 Jr.
6-0 205 20 Jr.
6-2 235 21 Sr.
6-3 210 19 Jr ,
5-10 1~5 21 Sr.
5_-10 215 22 Sr.
5-11 185 20 Sr.
5-9 180 23 Sr.
6-1 195 20 Jr.
5-8 165 19 Soph.

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
End
Tim Fogarty, Trenton_St.
Tackle
James Ragucci , Kean
Mdl Guard Vince Guida , Glassboro St.
Mdl Guard David Abbruzzese, Kean
Tackle
Bill Weber, Glassboro St.
End
Keith Watters, Trenton St.
Linebacker Jim Wilbur, Kean
Linebacker Willie Thomas, Je ruy Cty St.
Def. Back Jerome Lancaster, Wm. Paterson
Def. Back Paul Scutti, Glassbor.o St.
Def. Back Steve Adams, Montclair St.
Def. Back Joe Knoth, Kean

6-. 225 21 Jr .
6-0 210 21 Sr.
6-0 195 ~ Sr.
6-1 200 20- Sr.
6-1 205 19 Soph.
'6~1''· 190 21 Sr.
5-11 200 20 Jr .
5-10 190 20 Sr.
6-1 180 19 Fr.
6-2 190 22 Sr.
5-10 165 . 20 Jr.
5-10 180 21 Jr:

Gamberdella , Mike Griffin , and
Bob Brumme r.
Kean

1 2 3
0 4 1=5

NIIT

2

0

1=3

Shots on goal: Kean 23 ; NJIT 1_2
le.1di"11 Sco~rs
Mike Gr iffi n
Bob Boyl• n
Mitch Wernoch
Tom M ullen
Don Gamberdella

Gook

Assists

Points

9

14
11
11

6
4
4
3

4
5

8

8

The seventh annual
Squire Classic will be held
at Kean College December
20-21, with the Squire facing Eastern Connecticut in
the first round.
The opening game in the
first round, starting at 6:30,
will match Mansfield and
Oneonta. The Kean game
is scheduled for 8:15.
Kean finished at 4-20 a
year ago with a squad
made up of 90 per cent
freshman. The team is still
young this time around,
but coach Joe Palermo
hopes last season's experience will bring them
along quickly.
The Squires will be led
by · 64 forward Vincent
McDonald, 6-4 · Jerome
Hubbard and 6-5 Nick Yan- •
kowicz on the front line
with'•Eloy Ashworth handling the point guard
chor~.
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Women's Basketball to Bank
on Depth, Experience - Kean College will have the
best women's basketball team in
its history this season, but
whether it can match last year's
15-5 mark is another story.
"I don't think there's any
doubt we're better than a year
ago," Coach Pat Hannisch said,
"but the schedule is also much
tougher."
Hannisch has everyone back
from last year's team which went
to the Eastern Regionals in
Pittsburgh, where it was
eliminated by top-ranked lmmaculata.
"We gained a lot of valuable
experience last year and it's going to pay off this year," Hannisch said. "We looked very
good in our East Stroudsburg
scrimmage and right now I have
to be optimistic."
"The big difference between

this year and last will be depth. I freshman Elaine Carr.oil of
really don't think we lose anythBayonne.
ing by substituting."
"Rosie is probably good
Hannisch figures to go with
enough to start, but Gela and
the same starting lineup as last Michelle have the experience
season with the exception of with our system so I'll stick with
Janet Montgomery of Egg Har- them for now. Rosie is an exbor who is recovering from
cellent player, however, and will
surgery she underwent this
play a lot."
summer.
"Elaine is only 5-8 but can
Tricia O'Connell will start in rebound and play with a sixher place teamming with senior footer. She gives us excellent
co-captain Chris Addie of depth up front." Carroll played
Roselle Park and sophomore on the Bayonne High team
Jennifer Savio of Margate on the which went to the State Group 4
front line.
final before losing.
Gela Mazella of Staten Island,
The Squirettes have two more
the other team MVP in 1975-76, scrimmages before opening
and Michelle Vodopia of South Dec. 14 at home against
Plaintield will start at guard.
Princeton . On the 22nd they'll
Two impressive newcomers play nationally ranked Queens at
who will see plenty of action are home before hosting the Kean
Rosie LaPollo, a transfer from Christmas Tournament on the
Bergen County College, and · 28th and 29th.
1976-1977 WRESTLING SCHEDULE

COACH: E. SUMMERS
CO-CAPTAINS: F. HALL & M. ZARRO
Date

Day

December 4
4
8
11
15
28
29
January
5
8
8
15
15
15
18
21
27
29
February
3
5
9

12
16
18
19

Sat.
Sat.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed .
Tues.
Wed.
Wed .
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Tues.
Fri.
Thurs.
Sat.
Thurs.
Sat.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.

Opponent
Brooklyn College
N.Y.U.
Rider
Hunter
FDU-Teaneck
John Jay Tournament
John Jay Tournament
John Jay
N.J.1.T.
FDU-Madison
C.W. Post
N.Y. Maritime
Southern Connecticut
King's Point
Glassboro
Monmouth
Seton Hall
Trenton
Rutgers - Newark
Stevens Tech
Salisbury State
Kings College
Mets. Tournament
Mets. Tournament

Site

Time

A
A
A
H
A
A
A
A
H
H
A

1:00
1:00
7:30
1:00
4 :00

A
A
H
H
H

A
H
A
A
H
H

5:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
7:30
7:00
7:30
2:00
7:30
2:00
4:00
2:00
7:30

PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT SPRING 1977 COURSES
DAY
Phil. 2500 Language & Logic

COACH: PATRICIA HANNISCH
ASSISTANT: HUGH FLAHERTY
ASSISTANT: PAT LONGO
Name
Addie, Chris
Carroll, Elaine
Costello, Rose
Koza, Jane
LePollo, Rosie
Mazella, Gela
· McKenna, Mary
Montgomery, Janet
O'Connell , Tricia
O'Donnell, Sharon
Savio, Jennifer
Vodopia, Michelle

Blue White
Jersey Jersey Class
14
23
22
20
15
10
21
35

14
23
52
20
· 3
10
21
35

Position Height
57"

Sr.
forward
fr.
forward
Jr.
forward
fr.
forward
Jr.
Guard
Sr.
Guard
Jr.
Guard
Jr.
forward
24 Sr.
Forward
51 Jr.
forward
44 Soph.Center
11 Jr.
Guard

24
25
12
11

5'8"
5'7"
5'11 "
5'3"

5'5"
5'6"
5'9"
5'8"

57"
6'2"

57"

Kean has nine players returning from last years squad which
posted a 15-3 regular season record and 15-5 overall. This was
Kean's most successful team ever, and the first to be selected to
play in a regional tournament (EAIAW Mid-Atlantic - Large
College Division) . Three of the 5 loss.es were to nationally
ranked teams. Kean placed 3rd in tough Division I of the
NJAIAW Basketball Conference, (behi_
n d Montcla ir State and
William Paterson College .)

M7!11Jl\~ ®ff ~rt,<f 1mfefl{
Nick Yankowicz - A Squire
Big Gun on Target

~

tv'

Dr. Fethe

Development of the basic principles of rational thinking, study of good versu, bad arguments, and a
critical analysis of how to support your own beliefs.

Phil. 3309 - Theories of Punishment

Women's Varsity Basketball
Roster - 1976-1977

Dr. Pezzolo

led his high school team toa 25-5
by David Schwenzer
mark and the Central Jersey
Nick Yankowicz, forward for
Group 4 state championship.
the Kean Basketball team ,
" I am really an offensive
earned Squire of the Week. Playplayer," described Yankowicz,
ing with natural brilliance, he
who led the Squires in scoring
netted a combined 38 points in
last year with .a fifteen points per
the first two games of the season .
game average.
Yankowicz scored 20 points
"If I have an open shot it's goWednesday night, leading the
ing to go in. All I have to do is
Squires to their first victory of the
take my time and concentrate."
season over Stockton State. On
Regarding the outlook of this
Friday night he tallied 18 points
year's team the senior toward
in a losing cause at Jersey City
State. ,.
asserted: "The outlook is really
bright. Our chances of winning
"Nick is an excellent shooter, a
the conference are as good as
pure shooter. He is super against
any team."
the zone, and has tremendous
offensive moves," praised Coach
If Nick Yankowicz keeps playJoe Palermo, " along with his
rebounding abilities and is showing the way he did last week,
ing improvement everyday."
• combined with the talents of Vin
Nick went to Colonia High
McDonald and Eloy Ashworth,
School. He broke into the starthat outlook may not be too hard
to realize.
ting lineup in his senior year, and

A description and critical appraisal of various philosophical and legal justifications for punishment.
Special emphasis on philosophical pictures of human nature relative to punishment .

Phil. 3402 - Existentialism

,

Dr. Pashman

A study in depth of Jean Paul Sartre's Being & Nothingness including an assessment of the influence of
Hegel, Nietzche & Heidegger on Sartre.

Phil 2304 - Philosophy of Communications & C-0mmunes

Dr. Burtt

Exploration of alternative community structures to better satisfy our basic human needs. Includes discussion of the impact of communal living on the framework of 20th century marriage.

Phil. 3505 - Philosophy of Science

Dr. Pashman

Philosophical analysis of the concepts underlying the physical sciences including law, theory,- particle,
wave, verificability, truth and probability. Some portion of the course will deal with the interrelation
between methodology ofthe physical sciences and that of the social sciences like psychology and history.

Religion 1700 - Introduction to Comparative Religion
Dr. D'Souza
• A survey of Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam emphasizing the
origin , tenets, development and contemporary situation of each religion.

Religion 3706 - Major Trends in Jewish Philosophy in the 19th & 20th Centuries

a

Dr. Pashman

An analysis of the problems and issues in Jewish thought in the past century and half, set against the
background of general philosophy and within the scope of changes in Jewish life during the same period.

EVENING
Phil. 3300 - Social & Political Philosophy

Dr. Catalano

The nature of the good society; the justification and criticism of social institutions as well as proposals for
their reconstruction ; a critique of the basic moral assumptions underlying various political doctrines and
an analysis of concepts like law, natural law, rights, political obligation, equality, liberty and the common
good.

Phil. 3404 - Philosophy of Mind

Dr. Sitelman

A conceptual study attempting tq analyze the following topics; the mind, its relation to the body, the
problems of motivation, intention, freedom, action, the self, the unconscious, emotion, memory and
imagination.

Religion 2702 - Western Religions
Dr. Dorr
"' Judaism, Islam & Christianity; The history and impact of three major Western Religions; their differences
and similarities; their role in the formation of contemporary religious thought.
Religion 37 - Philosophy of Religion
Dr. D'Souza
The philosophical basis of the major Western Religions. Attention is given to traditional proofs of God's
existence, the problem of evil, immorality, the rela.tion between science and relgion, and religion 's responses to the challengt!s' b f atheism and secularism.

GRADUATE
Phil. 5010 - History of Social & Political Ideals
Dr. Catalano
Examination of some of the outstanding conceptions of the "good life" avanced by influential Western
philosophers. Social and political ideals of Plato, Aristotle, Dante, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Bentham,
Marx, Nietzche and Burnham.

Thursday
Women's Basketball . . .. . .. . .... . .... ... ..... Union (JV)
8:00 - H

Friday

1

Men 's Basketball ....... . .. . ....... ·. Glassboro (JV) & (V)
6:30 - H

Saturday
Wrestling ..... . ............ ...... .............. Hunter
1:00 '- H

Tuesday
Women 's Basketball ..... . ... . ....... : ... . . Stockton (JV)
Princeton (V)
6:00 and 8:00 - H

Wednesday
Wrestling ............. .. ... . ..... , ....... FDU-Teaneck
4:00 - A
Men's Basketball ... . . . ........ . ..... . . . .. NJIT (JV) & (V)
6:00 - A

DO YOU FEEL TENSE ANO ANXIOUS
IN TEST SITUATIONS?
DO TESTS WORRY YOU?
DO YOUR GRADES SUFFER BECAUSE OF
THIS? IF TESTING SITUATIONS DO BOTHER
YOU, THE COUNSELING CENTER OF KEAN
COLLEGE HAS A PROGRAM WHICH CAN
HELP YOU OVERCOME THESE FEELU\IGS
AND CONCERNS. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
FINDl~G OUT ABOUT THE TEST ANXIETY
PROGRAM,
PLEASE
CONTACT THE
COUNSELING
CENTER,
STUDENT ACTIVITIES/BOOKSTORE · BUILDING - ROOM
SA 126. EXTENSIONS: 2082, 2083, 2084.
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New Tutoring Program
Instituted by SCA TE
by Howard Braye,SCA TE , in helping the Boy
Scouts with tutoring service for
ch ildren of Elizabeth, has adde d
one more to t heir numerous esta blished programs .
The Student Committee fo r
Advancement
Thro u g h
Education ,
(SCATE)
h as
instituted c!,is new pr ogram , according to Director Jim m y Bell .
In conjunction w it h the Boy
Scouts of Elizabet h, Vol un teers
from SCATE w ill t utor children
ages eight to thirteen, on a one
to o ne basis. At the present time
rhere - are not enough people
fro m the Boy Scouts to teach
these boys and girls individually.
Th is program joins o t hers that
·:ire already running. These in-

el ude SCA TE vo lunteers wor king
in el em ent ar y sch ool s -i n
Elizabeth as teachers aids and
tutors, and a special Theater
W orksho p, where children are
taught make-up, lighting and act ing tec hniq ues .
The Janet M emorial Home fo r
girls is also aided by SCA TE .
The re, the volu nteers supervise
t he gi rls in recr eati on, tutor t he m
and m ost im porta nt, are j ust
their friend s. SCATE also work s
w ith p re-school children in a
day 0 ca re center.
Photo by Steve Scheiner
Anyone interest ed in jo_ini~g Le!t to right: Gordon Mathwes, age 7 of Roselle; Howard Brayer, Ju~ior, Economics Major; Le Quan
SCA TE can drop by the office in Mey~rs, age 6, R~elle; Lennis Williams, Freshman, Occupational Therapy Major; Brian Grimshaw, age
the College Center, CC 112.
12, Elizabeth; Mana Adams, Freshman, Psychology Major; Charles Thorp, age 12, Roselle.

Board of Trustees Fire Two
(Continued from page 1)

On Wednesday, December 15,
from 3:00 to 3:30 p.m. members
of Kean College physical
education department will
demonstrate and teach the
minuet in the Elizabeth Public
Library auditorium. Admission
for this bicentennial Christmas
program is free.
Miss Resnick, along with
several students in the physical
education department, will be
doing the demonstration.

decision had already been made
and " nothing said would change
(the Trustee 's) mind." He
allowed t hat t he board should
have so me t ime for private discussion concerning the personnel but that at no time before
the general meeting has the
faculty been involved in any discussions concerning the appointments.
" We were not participants in
that discussion
before the
decision
was
made," said
Sitleman , " we are not participants today, we are not participants in any meaningful discussions. We are only presenting

our feelings . You will only listen
program questions, that sort of
and d o what you intended to do
thing. Your own or gan ization
an hou r ago."
- decid ed.that you did not want to
Dr. Nathan Weiss, president of
go fo rward with tha t."
Kean College, repl ied to th e acWeiss stated that because the
cusations saying t ha t the faculty union, which represented all the
had the chance to have suc h faculty, did not wish the
powers included in their conprovision , such decision were up
tract but voted them down .
to administratiQn and the board .
" One of the nego t iation re" You were given the opquests we put in," said Weiss,
portunity," said Dr. Weiss, " but
" was to try to get the
you turned it down. Now you
departments to say what their
can 't have it both ways ."
priorities were. What order they
Weiss then stated that the diswanted in terms of who they
missed teachers could request,
wanted to keep and who they
in writing, the reasons for their
didn 't want _to keep, because we
dismissal and could then appeal
may be facing the problems of the decision based on whether
enrollment declines, problem of
they thought the reasons dis-

·z
D
s
l
computer 1-,0l s· ope muggers
D

-

A
fr i ghtening weapon
light up like a p ineball machine,
spearheads the government's the " Yes-Yes-Yes " signaling a
war against smuggling. It is the " hit."
extraordinarily efficient BurA more thorough sleuthing
roughs 7700 computer. One of follows a positive reading . Into
the most advanced data-proces- the machine channels , which
sing machines in the world , the cost the government $5 .6 million
7700 is the heart of TECS - The to buy, and $3.1 million to run
Treasury Enforcement Com- annually, are fed home address,
munications System , the infor- age, sex, color, national ity, ocmat i on - re t r i ev a I network cupation, place of bi rth and
beh ind t he soari ng dope seizure social . security number. Th is
and arrest statist ics.
more intimate character analysis
Th e focal point of t his dragnet is largely responsible for the 220
is the land-border crossi ng at San percent rise in heroin interdicYsidro, Californ ia, where the tion, 295 percent climb in
7700 date bank is located . It is · hashish bu sts and 62 percent infrom here tha t six hundred ter- crease i n ma rijuana seizu res durminals on the Mexica n and ing fi scal 1976. ·
Canadian borders and other
The TECS newsletter l::ioasts
internat ional entry points about one of the more interesreceive within seconds com- t ing examples of the system 's
mun ications on suspected success. A few years ago a youth
smugglers. The profiles coughed spent a month in a Morocco jail
up by the huge memory facility for a hashish conviction . His
are put together from facts fed to name was thrown into the TECS
it by the FBI Crime Information files by Interpol. When this same
Center, U.S. Customs, IRS man tried to enter the country
Intelligence, Interpol and all with a VW camper, TECS's ocstate law enforcement agencies. topodan arms became fully
Computer checks on travelers evident. After a computer query
are set in motion by a customs of the ex-offender scored a
inspector. If he feels that res- " hit," customs officers and dogs
ponses to his questions are found over one hundred pounds
inadequate, or if he just wants of hash secreted in the engine of
closer scrutiny of an individual, his vehicle .
Yet despite the harrowing piche begins a simple operation .
The officer will first punch out ture, the Burroughs 7700 com has its shortcomings.
names or license-plate number plex
on his ow·n terminal , like a Though it is a felony to lie to
typewriter keyboard . The federal officials, there is no way
system , which can store fifty to to te'st the veracity of insixty billion characters, each formation that goes into the
representing a single bit of in- machine. The computer only
form at ion , will almost handles requests; it does not
immediately flash " No" if the know if the person under invesper·son has no drug-related his- tigation is assuming a false identory-or the screen will gleefully tity. Government agencies are

Dopers'·
Corner
(Continued from page 2)
There w ill be some sticks, but
please, not enough for a forest.
There should be seeds but seeds
are weight and weight is money.
(Incidentally, in my experience,
in really good pot, there have

been more seeds than in the
lower quality pot.)
A last thing I shall warn you
about is to look at the percentage of fine powdery verses the
fluffy pot. The fluffy makes an
ounce look bigger than it is and
the fine makes it look smaller . A
small 'Z' of f ine pot is probably
heavi er than a big ' Z' of all fluffy.
Pot is illegal my fri ends and if
you get ri pped off, it's your
problem . The Better Business
Bureau won ' t help you .

working on a met hod to
digitalize fingerprints, but this
more foolproof system is still in
the ·drawi~g-board stage.
Also, the arbitariness of relying
on an inspector's intuition to
determine who will go into the
computer has its pitfalls, chief
amon g t hem being the
inevitable fatigue and disinterest
an inspector is subject to as a
result o f t he .heavy volume of
border crossing.
The capabilities rather than
the defects of TECS were recently spotlighted
by Charles
McGee, the U.S. Custom s Public
Affairs Officer in New York.
Ensconced in a World Trade
Center office overlooking the
Statue of Liberty, McGee talked
enthusiastically about the
system, any hint of concern that
TECS has Big- Brother potentia l
absent from his voice. " Boy it 's
quite impressive, it goes on and
on for several acres," says
McGee, referring to the physical
dimensions of the San Ysidro terminal and its hookup with an
arsenal of law enforcement
agencies. " It's doing what we
could never humanly do before.
The quick access to information
can detect patterns; this picture
of a man 's social status is the
beauty of TECS. Now we can get
into all areas-gun smuggling,
importers delinquent on paying
fees. We pick up a lot of people
wanted for nonrelated offenses.
This machine is a honey. It's one
big law enforcement memory
center. "
It' s understandable that
McGee would gloat about the
time-saving, multifaceted power
of TECS and the Burroughs 1700.
Now all government bodies, like
the IRS, or Washington committees with only civil functions,
can plug into personal h istories
to assist their " work." Individual
liberties are being sacrificed to
the cause of greater efficiency,
but all is not yet lost. Under t he
1975 Freedom of Infor mat ion
Act, individuals have the right to
know all that TECS has on them .
Write to the Commissioner of
Customs. It's one way to try taming the Burroughs beast.

criminatory or 18-A which means
~~~:n~~;e;::~~:; 0 f~~G~i~:a~~;
Chairman
for the union
cc,rrected Dr. Weiss stating that
since the teachers were
untenured they could appeal
under 18-A.
Pezzolo went on to enumerate
the reasons for dismissing a
teacher : academic reasons, programmatical or budgetary. Ac-

cord ing to the latest contract no
teacher may be let go for
budgeta ry reasons:
" The adm inistration," said

··

Pezzolo, " is not dismissing these
two for academic reasons :" The
Board relented that the reasons
for dismissal " were in all
probability programmatical."
It was suggested that perhaps
the two could be relocated as
they were qualified to teach
other subjects: There were no
reply from the Board except
from Dr. Weiss who pointed out
that the Math department is not
in need of regular teachers, as
Dr. Ajose is, but needs Computer
instructors.
Marco Lacatena, president of
the Statewide Union, defended
the union stating that it did not
wish to harm the school but only
wish to protect it's members. He
cited the union 's role as " putting
- weight behind faculty suggestions."
" It's not our job t o do eac h
other in ," said Lacatena .
" Proposals that we have been
given by the state, questions we
have asked the state, and the responses we have received lead us
to believe that the implementations of the guidelines
which have _
b een put on the
table by the state. In fact we ar e
w itnessing tonight that our
problem is a bit of paranoia ."

High Tuition Faces The
Out Of State Student
(CPS)-Many st udents across
the nation face t he possibil ity- o f
a dreary sieRe that may last the
entire w inter. Trapped on lackluster campuses that will
become overwhelmed by bad
weather and worse times , books
and familiar faces their sole
sources of solace, they are left
with two choices : sit it out, or
leave.
Comparatively high tuition
fees
charged out-of-state
residents by many universities
may influence the less wealthy to
stay put.
Those with the ways and
means, though , may choose to
depart for campuse•
more exotic locales. Even if u,e wandering stud~nt traveler decides to
relocate to a public university,
. however, he can look forward to
exceptionally high tuition fees
which are almost universally
levied on out-of-state residents.
Dreamers who picture
themselves in a tropical paradise
as the University of Hawaii at
Manua, IJear -Honolulu, can expect to pay fees of $1 ,125 per
year, as compared tot he $450 per
year charge for residents of the
state.
·
One year at Florida State
University in Tallahassee will cost
a non- Florida r'esident an . add itional $1 ,236 over and above
t he $651 ann_ual reg istration fee,
though perhaps the monetary
blow will be softened by the
nearby Gulf o f Mexico, which
the school's catalogue says·
" tempers climate and offers
diverse recreation. "

Money is not altogether
necessary to attend universities
outside one 's state, t hough. In
most cases, if the prospective
transfer student is willin g to
maintain a residence in the state
where he wishes to attend
college, pay taxes there, vote
there, and otherwise bind
himself to its bureaucratic web,
he can usually be reclassified as a
resident after 12 consecutive
months within state lines.

KOPS Generate
(Continued from page 1)
sured a crowd. " He added ,
'.' Students from Physical
Education are going to be at the
.- rally . and -we are now approaching the student in the
dorms. "
Popper stated, " KOPS will try to
initiate programs and projects,
and events to raise some school
spirit and some identification
.within the student body. "
He added , " The objectives of
KOPS are to bring events to
school for example pep rallies
and concerts like the battle of
the bands and general events for
all students to participate in." He
also added, " For example
Guinness Book of World Record
Days, the most hamburgers
eaten, the longest kiss."
In conclusion Popper said,
" Basically KOPS is trying to be of
the ~tudents, by the students ;ind
for the students." He added,
" We are open to all suggestions
from students for ideas for activities."

